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(VIII)
Introduc tion .
The early American municipality, like the English, was assigned
a very narrow sphere in the governmental system, and the doctrine of
delegated powers strictly interpreted "by the courts, the growing in-
terference of a centralized administration in local affairs, and leg-
islative disregard of local autonomy have combined to maintain this
subservient position.
A certain sphere of independence v/as nevertheless guaranteed in
the early constitutions and laws of incorporation, while special
laws were used to supplement the powers granted. With the growth in
the importance of municipal government, further checks upon state
aggression became desirable. Special laws were forbidden in some
states; independence in specific matters of local government was
granted in later constitutions, while in a few cases, special legis-
lation and local autonomy were harmonized by the provision for a
(I)
local veto.
The failure of some of these guarantees to bring the desired
results, and a growing realisation tlat, whether successful or not,
they were predicated upon a wrong theory ,led to the adoption of
a new mode of procedure in the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-
tury. The essential feature of this new movement was the broad grant
by the state to the city of more or less complete powers of local
self-government, or, to use the term adopted, Municipal Home Eule.
(2
)
In the Missouri constitution of 1875, v/as inserted the provis-
ion that "any city having a population of more than 100, OCO inhabi-
(I)A general discussion is presented in Go odnow, Municipal Home Rule.
it A
6
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me ^le Provisions dov.n to 1909 is given in Liargaret A.Schaffner's Municipal Home Eule Charters.
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tants may frame a charter foi its own government, consistent v/ith
and subject to the constitution and laws of this state'L^At the time
St. Louis was the only city having the specified population, hut be-
fore 1900, Kansas City and St. Joseph had come within the operation
of the provision. In the meantime, the movement had spread to other
states
.
In 1879, California gave a similar privilege to San Francisco,
but with the important difference that charters should be subject
to rejection as a whole by the state legislature. 3y successive a-
mendments, this provision has been .extended until today all cities
with a population over 3,500 may frame and amend their own charters,
special arrangements being made for cases where a city and county
(2)
have been merged.
V/ashington, in 1889, granted this power to cities of 20. COO or
(3)
more population; Minnesota followed in 1896, with a provision ap-
plicable to "any. city or village", the charters to be drafted not
by an elected commission as in the earlier Home Rule measures, but
(4
by a permanently constituted body appointed by the district judges.
Since 1900, the spread of Home Eule has been rapid. Varying pro-
visions were adopted by Colorado in 1902, Oregon in 1906, Oklahoma in
19 07, Michigan in 1908, Nebraska in 19 II, Texas and Ohio in 19 12, and
Virginia to a limited extent in the same year. In Wisconsin, an
amendment is now pending.
UConst. 1875, art. 9, sec. 16,17, and 20-25 as amended in 1902.
(2) Const. 1879, art. 2, sec. 8, as amended in 1687, 1 90, ' 92, 1902, ' 06, and
art. 2, sec. 6 as amended in 1896.
(3) Const.ISS9,art.2,sec.lO.
( 4 ) Const . amendment , 1696 , afit .4 , sec .36
.
( 5 ) Colo. Const .Amendment I9C2, art .20, sec .4, 5 ; Oregon, Const .Amend . 1906
art. 2, sec. 2; Oklahoma, Const. 1907, art. 18, sec. 5(a)
; Kttahigaa, Cons1906, art. 4, sec. 36; Nebraska, Const .Amend
. I9II,art. ,sec. •
Texas, Const.Amend. 1912, art. a sees
;
Ohio, Const.Amend. 19 12,' art
.
I8,sec.I-I4; Virginia, Const.Amend. 19 12

The term',' Home Uule'.'has reference specifically to the regime es-
tablished by these const! tut ion-.'l chances. Home Pule, however, is not
an absolute term. Its essence is local self-government, and this, as
has "been pointed out, has existed in at least a rudimentary state
from the beginnings of municipal government. It implies local auton-
omy, which may be strictly defined and protected in a constitution, or
which may be obtained in the absence of this legal guarantee, through
the practical operation of the state governmental machinery.
In this broad sense, Home Eule was not suddenly thrust upon Ohio
municipalities in I9I2.The constitutional amendment of that year
merely expanded the meaning of local self-government in Ohio beyond
any that it had had in the past. Accordingly, this study does not
begin with the convention of 1912, but goes back a hundred years to
the early conditions of village government, attempting to trace the
changing relations of state and municipality and the effect thereof
on the degree of self-government enjoyed by the latter.

Chapter I
State Control of Municipalities ihrough Special and Classified
legislation.
Early Tannic ipal Development.
The thirty-five delegates v/ho framed the first Ohio constitution
in I8GE were dominated by an anti-federal sentiment. For fifteen
ye^rs the government established by the ordinance of 1787 had been
characterized by centralized authority, a lack of separation of pow-
ers, and the autocratic rule of a governor who frankly distrusted
popular government. The nation-wide reaction against such a system,
which had just effected the overthrow of the Federalist party, found
expression in the work of this convention "It was dominantly and ar-
(I)
bitrarily democratic." Protection of the individual was the under-
lying motive of the framers of the constitution, and since the legis-
lature was to be trusted towards this end more than the executive,
it was vested with the controlling power.
Little need was felt for restricting the power of the state govern-
ment over local divisions. Municipal development had not begun. Cin-
cinnati, the largest of the Ohio towns^ consisted, about this time,
of fifty-three log cabins, one hundred and nine frame buildings, and
ten brick or stone houses, with a population of less than two thous-
and. Cleveland, eight years later, v/as a struggling village of three
hundred. The economic interests of the state were primarily agrarian
It is not surprising then that no need was felt of limiting the rower
of the legislature to incorporate for all purposes. Local self-gov-
ernment v/as protected, however, by the guaran tee to counti es, towns,
lUBandall nnd Hyan, History of Ohio; vol .5, oh. 4, p. 125. See also
Patterson, The Constitution of Ohio and Allied documents, Introd
.
(2)3ee Constitution of Ohio, 1802 ;art .8, sect .27
.

(2) (l>
and townships, of the right to eleot all local officers.
Immediately following the launching of the new state, there "began
a rapid economic development which demanded from the legislature an
increasing use of its power to incorporate by special act. These new
corporations were, for the most part, hanks, lotteries, turnpikes,
toll-roads, canals, and later, railroads .Municipal incorporation be-
gan slowly in 1805 with Lancaster, Dayton, and Steubenville ; before
I8II 3t .Clairsville, Springfield, Hamilton, and Lebanon had received
charters by special acts ; Cincinnati followed in 1819; and by the end
of the first quarter of the century, this class of legislation was
swelling the already large volume of special acts to tremendous pro-
portions. That these acts of incorporation absorbed most of the time
and attention of the general assembly is indicated by the record of
the year 1833, when it passed two hundred and fifty local laws and
thirty general lav/s. In the session of 1849-' 50, five hundred and
forty-five local and special acts were passed, of which seventy- three
related to municipalities. In t?ie next session the record of wholesale
legislation was raised to six hundred and seventy-two such acts, fill--
(2)
ing seven hundred and nine pages of the Laws of Ohio. The evident
waste in time and money entailed in such a system soon created a
strong sentiment for a change in the constitution, and to this was
added a growing suspicion and dislike of all corporations, engendered
by the over-development and consequent failure of business in many
lines. A change in the relation of the state to the corporation was
demanded by a wide-spread public opinion. This demand operated as an
(3)
important factor in the movement for a constitutional convention.
( I JIbid ;Art .6 ."sections I ^nd~3~
( 2 )7*'ilc ox, Municipal Government in Michigan and Chio,ch.4.
(3)Ryan,Ghio Centennial Celebration, 1905 ;p .25 and Randall and Eyan,
History ; vol .3, 117 . Mr. Ryan finds the strongest notiye for the con-
vention the desire for elective, fudges and other officers.

(3)
The most influential leader in this movement was Mr. Samuel Medary
of Columbus, editor of the"Ohio Statesman" and of o special publica-
tion, "The New Constitution", which he devoted to agitation for a con-
vention. In this he ] resented six arguments for a new constitution,
one of which v/as that the rower to incorporate should be confined to
(I)
operation through general laws.
Constitutional Convention of I85I-2.
In the debates of the second constitutional convention, a strong
feeling against corporations was expressed . "Corporations" , said Mr.
^eech of Guernsey, "are destructive to equality, and hostile to free
institutions, and their existence should not be tolerated in a repub-
lican government." The attitude of the convention as a whole was bet-
ter voiced by Kr.Norris, chairman of the committee on corporations oth-
er than banking. lie said , "Three-fourths of the legislation for several
years past has been responsive to the petitions of men coming up, ask-
ing to be associated for certain specific purposes, v/ith certain pow-
ers guaranteed to them. V/hy not do all this under a general law? We
would then get rid of this harassing of the legislature and would has-
( 2
)
ten the transaction of legislative business."
The opinion favoring general laws for incor oration prevailed, and
three clauses to this effect v ere placed in the new constitution.
Article IS, section I; The legislature shall pass no. special act con-
ferring corporate powers.
section 6; It shall be the duty of the legislature to pro
vide for the organization of cities and incorporated villages by gen-
eral laws, and to restrict their power of taxation, assessment, bor-
rowing money, contracting debts, and loaning their credit, so as to
pr even t the abuse of such rower.
1 1 )I\andall and Ryan, History, vol .4, p .99 .
(2)Debates of the Ohio Constitutional Convention, 1851 "0.340.

(4)
Article 2, section 26; All lav/3 of a general nature shall have a
uniform operation throughout- the state.
The iurrose of the framers was v/ell expressed by Judge iJcott of
(I)
the supreme oourt. The system of special legislation, he said, "natur-
ally led to improvident legislation, enacted by the votes of legisla-
tors who were indifferent in the premises, because their own immediate
constituents were not to be affected by it. To arrest, and for the
future prevent this evil, this provision was inserted in the present
constitution." In another case, Judge Hanney said, "It was intended to
correct an existing evil, and to inaugurate the policy of placing all
corporations of the same kind upon a perfect equality as to all futun
grants of power: of making such laws applicable to all parts of the
state, and thereby securing the vigilance and attention of its whole
representation: and finally of making all judicial constructions of
their powers, or the restrictions imposed upon them, eaually appli-
(2)
oable to all corporations of the same class."
That this prohibition of special legislation applied to municipal
incorporation was made clear by the action of the convention. It was
proposed to amend article 13, section I, by adding the words "except
for municipal purposes and where, tn their judgment the objects can
be better obtained than under general laws". Such exceptions to the
general rule had bean made in the constitutions of New York, Wisconsin
.
Iowa, and California, but the proposal met defeat in the Ohio con-
vention by a vote of 50 to 30, and similar amendments, intended to
permit incorporation of municipalities by special acts were defeated
( 3 )
on two other occasions.
(1) 15 Ohio State Reports, 573.
(2) 15 Ohio State Reports, 21.
(3 )3)ebates,pp. 355*363,447.

ffW (t>i
Hie Code of 1652.
Following the adoption of the constitution, a general municipal
corporations act, the first of its kind, was passed in 1852. Under
this code, municipal corporations were divided into four classes, and
gtneral laws were applied to each class. The constitutionality of this
action was not questioned. Indeed the framers had anticipated such a
division and considered it within the sanction of article thirteen,
section one. Ur.Morris of Clermont, chairman of the committee which
drafted that provision, had said "before the convention, " the committee
believed that all the corporations of the state could be as well r»gu|
lated by general as by special acts of incorporation— by some classi-
fication of cities by the number of inhabitants, or by some other
(2)
manner which night be thought prudent"; and Mr.Hawkins of Morgan had
declared that "a law might be made applicable for all the purposes of
a charter for cities and towns of every class". (3)
The classes established by the code were; (a)cities over twenty-
thousand, (b) cities from five to twenty- thousand, ( c )incorporated vil-
lages, (d)and villages incorporated for general purposes. Cincinnati
at the time was the only city in class one, so that the effect of the
code was to permit legislation for a single city under the guise of a
general law. Cleveland joined Cincinnati in 1853, leaving Columbus,
Dayton, and Springfield in the second class.
Y*hile this first legislation did not violate the evident purpose
of the constitutional provisions, other laws which were passed almost
immediately, did do so, by extending the process of classification,
and limiting the application to cities within a narrow range of pop-
ulation. In the first seventeen years, one hundred and eighty-four
(1)52 Ohio" Laws, 223.
( 2 )Debates( I85I-2 ) , vol . I, v .340
(3)Ibid, vol. I, p. 347.

(6)
auoh aots were passed, and the classification was upheld by the courts,
'
(I)
In Waljcer v cotter, the supreme court declared that an act apply-
ing to oiiies of the first class, with a population of less than one-
hundred thousand, v/as of uniform operation although it might affect
only one city. This principle was most broadly stated in Lie Gill v
(2)
State, where the court held that "Under the power to organize cities
and villages, the general assembly is authorised to classify municipal;
Corporations, and an act relating to any such class may be one of a
general nature".
While judicial interpretation was thus modifying the constitution-
al limitations, a growing sentiment evidenced itself in favor of theii
partial repeal. In 1857 there was submitted to popular vote a consti-
tutional amendment which proposed to allow the legislature to make
"Special provisions in regard to corporations in cases where from
their peculiar location or interests, such special provisions are re-
quired". The measure was defeated, but the electoral returns indicat-
ed a strong majority in its favor among those who expressed an opin-
ion. Of a total of 332,126 votes cast, 123,229 supported it, and 35,972
opposed.
Extension of Classification.
(4)
In the second municipal code, of 1869, the division of cities and
villages into two classes each was retained, with the evident purpose
(1) 18 Ohio 3tate Reports 85 (1868).
(2)54 Ohio State Reports 270 (1877). See also,-
State v ^rev/ster,39 0.S.653.C'
State v lowers, 38 0.3.54 (1882).
Br on son v 0berlin,4I 0.3. 476 (1864).
State v Pugh,43 C.3.98 (1885)
State v Hudson, 44 0.3.137 (1886).
(5 )?atterson, Constitutions of Ohio, to . 164
.
(4 )66 Ohio -aws, 149

\ i
I —
OS the part of the legislators of maintaining a system of general
laws. This was immediately disregarded, hov/ever, and on the next day
after the adoption of the code, two laws were passed which were very
special in their effect, one of them, applying only to Toledo, allow-
ed "any city of the first class advanced to that grade between decen-
nial periods and prior to Hay, 1867" to issue bonds for the payment
( I
)
of certain assessments which had been declared illegal by the courts.
The other law, passed in the interests of Cincinnati, permitted "any
city of the first class, having a population of over 150,000, where-
in a public avenue of not less than 90 feet width is now projected
and established, to issue bonds to the amount of $100,000 bearing
interest at the rate of seven and three-tenths percent, for the pur-
(2)
pose of constructing such avenue" . Another act of the same year
authorized the "city council of any city of the second class, having
a population exceeding 20,000 and not exceeding 20,100 at the last
(3)
federal census" to issue certain bonds.
'•Vhile the semblance of a broad classification was being kept, the
legislature made no very great efforts to conceal the really local
character of the legislation.
Purpose and Effect of the First Special Laws.
It is a significant fact that no prohibition of special municipal
legislation appeared in any of the states during the first half of
the nineteenth century, although special acts for other classes of
(4)
corporations were in several cases forbidden. It was not until
1851 that the constitutions of Indiana and Ohio extended the prohibi-
( 5
)
tion to municipal legislation .Idwa and Lansas followed their ex-
(1)64 Ohio Laws 52. (2)64 Ohio ^aws 130. (3)660hio Laws 144.
(4)Eew York, .'.'isconsin, Iowa, California.
(5) Indiana Constitution, I85I;artiele 10, section I4;and schedule, par
.
&
Ohio Constitution, 1851 ;article 13, sections I and 6.

(6)
ample within the next eight years. The explanation for this lies
(I)
in the nature of these first special lav/s.
The motive behind their passage must have varied wiiily in differ-
ent oases, yet their general effect was to protect the local auton-
omy of the city legislated for. Even later, when the waste of time and
money had led to the prohibition of special laws, the virtual disre-
gard -of this provision by means of classification was justified on
the ground of the benefit derived therefrom by the cities. An example
from Cincinnati was pointed out in a later constitutional convention.
That city had developed a rotten borough system, under which one ward
had a voting population of two hundred while another had one of two
thousand, five hundred. The council and board of aldermen were con-
trolled by less than one-third of the electors of the city. Fruitless
appeals had been made yearly to the council, which under the general
state law had power to redistrict the city. After its repeated refus-
als i.o act, an appeal was sent to the legislature, which then passed
a special act effecting the desired reorganisation. Other local aots
were passed to protect Cincinnati from the corrupt power of its own
council, one creating a board of aldermen, the other granting the veto
power to the mayor. "These laws", said Mr. John V^.Herron, in the con-,
vention ofI874, "every lawyer would regard as unconstitutional, and
yet so completely were they in accordance with the wishes of the peop-
le, so necessary were they to the interests of those corporations,
that in but one single instance was there found a citizen ready to go
into the Supreme Court and ask to have those laws declared unconsti-
(2)
tutional."
In this "necessity" and "popular approval" lay the defence of spec-
(1) Iowa 'Constitution, I857;article 3, section30;article 8, section I.
Kansas Constitution, 1859 ;article 12, sections land 5.
(2) Debates of Constitutional Convention, 1873-4 ;vol. I, pp. 590-2.

(?)
ial legislation for fifty years, and it was only when the growth of
large oities led to the abuse of this power, that uniformity v/as de-
manded .
But the question arises, Why did Ohio lead the other states in this
prohibition of special laws. One answer to this question has been bas-
(I)
ed on the anoestry of Ohio looal institutions in other states. In the
rapid growth of Ohio, Pennsylvania contributed a larger portion of
the population than any other state, but with the South, Hew York,
and Hew England well represented. Suoh was the predominance of Penn-
sylvanians that in 1850 their number was two hundred thousand, more
(2)
than the combined populations from all the Eew England states.
One might reasonably expert to find evidence of the influence of Penr
sylianian institutions in the Ohio government, this is furnished by
the administrative system, wherein is found the Pennsylvania town-
ship-county plan of local government, with no deliberative town-meet-
ing, and no representatives of the townships on the boards of county
commissioners. This centralization of local organs led to a desire
for uniformity, which in turn, brought about the prohibition of spec-
(5)
isl legislation^uch is one explanation for the action of 1851.
It is true that the states organized on the Pennsylvania plan v/ere
the first to forbid special legislation, i.e. Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, and
Kansas, but it is difficult to see any direct causal relation between
the two points. In the case of Ohio, this action did not come until
after fifty years of experience with the county-township organization
,
and the arguments then advanced v/ere based primarily upon legislat-
ive efficiency rather than upon the desire for local uniformity.
On the other hand, the only action of the first constitutional con-
(1) 3ee Wilcox, Municipal Government in Michigan and Ohio, ch. I, part 4.
(2) Randall and %an,Kistory ; vol .4,p .77
.
(3) Wilcox, p. 19
.

no;
—
vention for the protection of local autonomy was the guarantee of lo-
cal election of local officers, a feature which is associated with
the deliberative town-meeting and town-3hip representation of the Hew
(I)
York type of organization. V.hile it nay he true that the form of
local government has had some effect upon the attitude of states to
special legislation, the attempt to prove a direct causal relation
between the two has not succeeded .as yet; and in the case of ^hio
this attitude is to he explained, more easily ano satisfactorily on
t|re basis of the purpose and effect of the first special laws.
The Convention of 1873-4.
'Ihe constitution of 1851 made obligatory the submission, at the en«!
of twenty years, of the question of another constitutional convention.
There seems to have been no strong sentiment in favor of it, but
tke question carried by a bare majority, and the convention convened
(2)
in 1873.
The merits and demerits of local municipal legislation were thor-
oughly discussed in a total of more than one hundred speeches. Mr.
Hoadley- of Cincinnati, chairman of the Gommittee on iSunicipal Corpora*
tions, submitted a draft providing that "The General Assembly shall
by general laws provide for the organization and classification of
municipal corporations39 with the limitation that "the number of sucl
(3)
classes shall not exceed six".
"By reducing the number of classes to six", he said, "there will be
sufficient flexibility to enable the various cities and villages to
Be organized and governed (in accordance with their peculiar needs),
(l)Ibid,pp.I3, 14.
(2 Patterson, Constitutions of Ohio, p. 171."
(3)Debates of the Convent ion, 1873-4 ; vol
.1, p .578.

and to allow the real divisions of corporations to be recognized by
law; ^Jid yet the number will be so small--that fictitious and unneoes-
( I
)
8ary divisions will not prevail."
i'he arguments against special legislation were summed up by Lr.
lloadley in these words. "It being for a particular object, the general
interests of the state are not kept in view and considered, and the
members of the legislature, save and except those interested in the
particular corporation, do not attend to the matter when it. is passed;
and more than all that, that such legislation is productive of omnibus
and log-rolling legislation."
In reply to this, Llr .Herron, also of Cincinnati, pointed out the
danger under general laws, of leaving the exercise of power exclusive-
ly within the control and discretion of the municiral council, or the
ring which controls it. "I prefer", he said, "that these municipal cor-
porations shall be compelled to apply to the legislature every time
that they desire to borrow money, rather than th$t you shall pass
general laws by which they shall have full authority to borrow what
they please." Ke then pointed out the impossibility of governing by
general laws and urged the necessity of power in the legislature "to
step in and protect the people by some kind of special legislation
from the corporate authorities that have obtained control of the cit-
(2)
ies."
The convention was not willing to return to the old system of
special legislation, and Mr .Herron 1 s motion to strike out the limita-
tion on the number of classes was defeated by a vote of 52 to 27.
A measure which was in effect a compromise between these two theo3
ies of general and s] ecial legislation was introduced at the beginning
( Dlbid, vol. I, p. 580.
(2)Ibid,vol.I,pp.590-2.

of the session by Llr.^ing of Cincinnati, the president of the conven -
lonVhe favored general laws for the organization of municipalities,
together with aots of "special incorporation". In supporting this plai
Hr.King said, "I have no objection to general laws regulating municipal
corporations to a certain extent, — but I am in favor of giving the
Itgislature authority to provide for each city, and town, and village,
its own local organization,-- The power of every municipal government
to organize and administer its own affairs, subject to restraint by
the state within due limits, is and always has been, an axiom of Amei
loan politics. Of all this independence which the people of ^hio were
thus enjoying, the constitution of 1851 deprived us. It repealed at
one stroke, and so far as I can discover, without debate or murmur,
ithe independent charters under which all our 'cities and towns were en-
joying each its own little system of organization and management.
"The only object it was to subserve was to get rid of special legis
lation, but it has rather served to multiply such legislation, and has
introduced confusion far worse than any that can be found under the
legislation prior to 1851.
"The objeotion to the whole system is tYls, that it compels the
different cities which must thus be grouped together into one class,
t.o be continually interfering with one another, with regard to all the
small details of their home government. It necessarily puts them at
war with each other upon every diversity which either or any of the
Class may seek from the legislature in organization, power , or' liability
.
Cn both sides of the controversy there was the desire to let the
local wishes of a community find expression in the legislation which
irould apply to it. The idea of Home Rule had not crystallized as yet,
f DDebates, vol. 2, pp. 1299 -13G3.

Vttt its germ existed in the general sense of the convention that
state legislation should protect the local autonomy of the municipal-
ity, and allow it a limited freedom in its ov/n government. The point
of disagreement was the extent of this local freedom, and means of
obtaining it.
The supporters of general laws reiterated that such a system, un-
fettered "by classificaticn^ would give to every city all the opportu-
nities and privileges of a corporate nature which are enjoyed by any
other city in the state. "If one city is given the right by the leg-
islature to do something, why should every other city not have the
same right?"
The champions of special legislation maintained that this wide
application of all laws was in itself a serious limitation on the
legislature, since one city could not be granted privileges which
could not safely be conferred upon every other city in the s£ate.
Moreover, every city would be forced out of consideration for its
own interests to appear before the legislature in support of, or op-
position to, any bill which it might be passing in the interests of
some other city.
There were fallacies in both arguments. The one party was unduly
optimistic over the possibilities in general legislation, while the
other presupposed that special laws would be passed by disinterested
and conscientious legislators. But it is one thing to have a state
legislature pass a lav/ to protect- a city from its corrupt ring, and
quite another to have a corrupt member log-rolling measures through
the legislature in accordance with the dictates of that same city
ring.
Looked at now from the standpoint of practical results, the spec-
ial legislation under the constitution of 1802 differed but little

• (14)
from the general laws under the constitution of 1851. Both were approp-
riating the attention of the legislature for matters of interest to
ingle communities only; and the waste of time and money, as well as
the oareless nature of much of the legislation v/as as objectionable
from the standpoint of the state as from that of the city.
The final action of the convention supported the original plan
for division of municipalities into six classes, with general laws
for each class. Special acts were forbidden, i .e . acts applying to lesi
than all the members of a single class.
On being submitted to the electorate for ratification, the pro-
posed constitution was decisively defeated by a vote of 102,885 to
250,169. There was left in force therefore the old prohibition of
special laws, a provision whose effect had been nullified to a large
extent through classification by the legislature and a broad interpre
tation by the courts.
Classification Becomes Isolation.
The municipal code of 1678 introduced a subdivision of the origi-
nal two classes into eight grades, of which the first five contained
(I)
but one city each. In 1894 this process was carried still farther by
(2)
a law establishing thirteen grades. Cities of the first class v/ere
placed in three grades while those entering it from the second class
constituted a fourth. In the second class were seven grades; villages
were divided into two; and below them came hamlets, containing less
than two thousand population.
(3)
The following table, compiled by Mr. Wilcox represents the status
of the principle Ohio cities at this time, and shows to what extreme
(1) 75 Ohio laws 161.
(2) 91 Ohio laws 14. This law added the third grade b of class 2.
(30 Municipal Government in Michigan and Ohio, p. 84.

limits classification had been carried in an effort to isolate cities
for the purpose of special legislation.
Cities .
Class I. op. in 1890
'Zi-tiCe I. Over 2oC,Ov.o Cincinnati 296, 9C8
" 2.90,000 -2uo,LwU Cleveland 261,253
3. 31,500-90,000 Toledo 81,434
4.20, 000-31, 500 IZone (#)
Class 2.
"urade 1.30,500-31,500 Columbus 88,150
2.20,000-30,500 Dayton 61,220
" 3.10,000-20, 000 PoSBibly 16.
" 3a .28,000-33,000 Springfield 31,897.
" 5b 16,000-18,000 Hamilton 17,565
" 4.5,000-10,000 Possibly 28.
" 4a 8,530-9,050 Ashtabula 8,338.
[f ) Inferred from other provisions of law
Incorporated Villages.
Class I. 3,000-5,000.
Class 2. 2,000-3,0uu.
Hamlets .
(Villages under 2,0uu)
Passage from one grade to another could be accomplished only by
the voluntary submission of the question by the council to the citi-
zens for decision. This was rarely done with the result that in a
short time > very few cities contained the number of inhabitants pre-
scribed by statute for their particular class and grade. For example,
Cleveland, which entered class I, grade 2, in 1853, continued to remain
there while its population rose from tv/en.ty thousand tc over three
hundred and eighty thousand. As different cities approached the same
population more minute classification became necessary to reach the
ends of special legislation, and the absence of automatic progressioi
from grade to £,rade increased the confusion.
Mother potent reason for this minute classification lay in the
narrow limits placed, by the first general laws on the taxing and bor-
rowing powers otf municipalities. The Ohio municipal code of 1852,
which divided municipalities into four grades, fixed the tax limits

tor general and incidental ex} enses at 2 1 1/2,3, 3, and 5 mills respect-
fully. In oities of the first class, a tax limit of 2 mills was placed
)n police, I mill for fire-departments, 1/2 for v/ater works, 2 for sohoolj.
&I/2 for houses of refuge, correction, workhouses, and the city prison,
I mills for infirmary and poor-relief, and 1/2 for the sinking fund,
,oans were permitted only in anticipation of yearly revenues, and lim jl
.
Led to §1,000 for srecial road-districts, $50, 000 for second class cit-
ies, and £.100,000 for those of the first class. Such narrow restric —
fens cramped the development of growing cities, and necessitated con-
stant legislation for the extension of financial powers.
With these conditions mailing classification inevitable, and with
the general principle upheld by the courts, the volume of amending
Laws steadily grew, until it reached a maximum in 1889 of one hundred
and seventy-six acts conferring power on municipal corporations. Alto-
(I)'
gether
5
I202 such acts v/ere passed between 1876 and 1892. Of these
1124 granted special financial powers.
A few examples will serve to show- the shallow artifices employed
)y the legislature to firess these special measures in the guise of
general laws.
One lav/ of 1889 established a board of public affairs "in cities
of the third grade of the second class, which v/ere advanced to said
third grade, second class, during the year -of our Lord 1887, and -which
lad, according to a census taken in such cities in compliance with the
provisions of chapter four, division tv/o, Title 12, Revised Statutes, a
population of 10,221 on the twentieth day of I^ay in the said year of
( 2 )
3ur Lord, 1887"
.
Another permitted "any city of the second class, situated in any
county having a population of more than 42,000 inhabi tants at the las t
TTvTilcbx.p .79
2)86 Ohio -^aws 246.

\r (17)
[federal census, the commissioners whereof shall have been empowered
(to erect a court-house" to levy a tax and make contributions towards
(I)
the expense. At the time, there were four counties containing over
forty- two thousand inhabitants and a city of the second class. Ihe
legislature then authorised the commissioners in one of them to erect
the building, and the law went into operation.
An example of the lengths to. which the classification by popula-
tion was carried is an act of 1872 applying to "villages or cities
containing a population of 5,641 and no more, by the federal census
(2)
of I870,published in the last volume of the Ohio Statistical Report". |
Toledo, v/ith a copulation of 51,584, was separated for legislate
(5)
i: purposes from Columbus v/ith a population of 31,274.
An act for Cincinnati gave any city of the first class over
I 150,000 power to issue bonds "for the purpose of completing the Eggle-
titon Avenue sewer". Another in IB85 authorized "any city of the seconJ
grade of the first class" to issue bonds for a "bridge over V/alworth
(4)
Eun in the city of Cleveland."
In 1890 a law was passed which illustrates the defiant attitude
with v/hich the legislature circumvented the spirit of the constitution
and the position of the courts. Shis act provided that "in any village
situated in a county containing a city of the first grade of the first!
uclass, which has heretofore been specifically empowered by a special
act of the legislature to issue bonds for the purpose of purchasing
a suitable site and er.ecting thereon a building containing a town hal!
,
;and offices' for the officers of the corporation, and said act has beei
found to be unconstitutional because of conferring corporate powers.,
(1) 64 Ohio -aws 129- .
(2) 69 Ohio -aws 70.
(3) 70 Ohio ~aws 117,142.
(4) 62 Ohio ~aws H4.

f 16)
by special act, that tho village council of any suoh village is here-
by authorized to issue the bonds of the said village, not exceeding
in amount ^17,000, to sell the same^and use the proceeds thereof in
purchasing a suitable site, and erecting thereon a building contain-
(I)
- 4 a town hall and offices for the officers of the corporation."
This growth of classification had been a gradual one. In its ear-
lier period 5 it was justified by the evident purpose of the men who
framed the constitution, but it soon lost this defence, and was car-
ried to the extent of openly contravening its provisions. From the
standpoint of legislation, the cities of the state were now in the
same position as under the first constitution, with one important ex-
ception. Whereas in the earlier period of municipal growth, legislate
had been used to encourage this growth and satisfy the v/idely differ-
ent needs of the various communities, it was now employed in the de-
tails of administration and in interference with, rather than protec-
tion of, local autonomy. With the growth of political parties^ another
factor, more potent often than the welfare of the cities, began to
turn this legislation to its own purposes and hasten the overthrow of
the entire system.
(1)87 Ohio laws 94.

Chaptei II
The Attitude of the Courts Towards Llunicipal legislation.
In the development of legislative functions beyond the sphere con-
taqplated by those who framed the constitution, the courts necessarilj
play the determining role. Especially was this so in the history of
municipal legislation in Ohio under the constitution of 1851. Here th<
changing attitude of the judiciary and the important consequences
thereof tended to emphasize its importance as a factor in determining
legislation. Imring the first decade or two of the new constitution,
the courts supported a limited municipal classification, under a broac
interpretation of its provisions. '.Then the force of accumulating de-
cisions forced the courts to permit a gradual extension of classifica-
ion until that which was virtually the special legislation repeated-
ly condemned in the constitutional convention, was passed by the legis
lature and upheld as valid in the courts. A brief sketch of the role
played by the courts in municipal legislation prior to 1902 is the
scope of this chapter.
Judicial limitations upon Classification.
The broad decision of LlcGill^ State, upholding acts applied to
all members in a } articular class, was not followed without qualifica-
tion in later cases, which involved more minute divisions of municipal
ities. The courts continued to support the general principle of clas
( 2 )
sification but insisted that it be reasonable. Statutes naming parti-
cular cities, such as one "to prescribe the corporate limits of the
( 3 )
-l^^g|n|i^atl were held unconstitutional^ as well as those_
'2)Bronson v 0berlin,4I 0.3. 112 (1884).
SJState v Cincinnati, 20 O.S. 16 (I870);also 25 0.3.445 (1872)

ihioh could never ayply to more than a 3ingle oity. In State v i.;itoheI
fee oourt refused to sustain an "aot to provide for the improvement
of streets and avenues in certain cities of the second class", but lim-
ited to those "of a population over 31, 000 at the last federal census'
(I)
on the ground that it could never apply' to any city hut Columbus.
On the same principle, a lav/ requiring the approval of a superior
oourt for certain acts was held invalid because only one city had sue!
(2)
a court
.
The dividing line between laws really general and those special ii
(3)
effect was most clearly drawn in the case of State v - ugh, which in-
volved "An act to reorganise and consolidate cities of the first grade
of the second class (Columbus), and to reduce the tax levy of said
(4)
cities" . 3y this law, passed in 1865, the trustees of the sinking fund
were authorised to redistrict the city into wards "within five days
after the passage of this act". As Columbus was the only city in this
grade and class, and as no other city could enter it before the fol-
lowing July, it was clear that the five day provision limited the
future application of the act to Columbus, and upon this point the
(5)
court based its opinion.
Justice Owen said, "It is not the form a statute is made to assume,
but its operation and effect, which is to determine its constitution-
ality". Although Columbus may be the only city affected by the lav/ at
the time of passage, "if any other city may in the future, by virtue o:
its increase in population and the action of its municipal authorities,
ripen into a city of the same class and grade, and come within the op
(D3I 0.3.592 ( 1677)
(E)State v Smith, 46 0.3.211,(139$
(3)43 0.3.98 (1565)
(4) 62 Ohio ~aws 54.
(5) In the discussion of this period, liberal reference has been made
to Dr. John A.Fairlie' s Essays on Municipal Administration, of
which the Municipal Crisis in Ohio and the Municipal Codes in the
Middle West deal with the subjects treated in chapters 1.2.2 of

^ration of the act, it is still a law of a general nature, and is not
invalid, even if it confers corporate lowers.
"On the other hand, if it is clear that no other city of the state
oan in the future cone within its operations without doing violance
to the manifest objeot and purpose of its enactment, and to the clear
i
legislative intent, it is a local and special act, however strongly
the form it is made to assume may suggest its general character 1.'
There was, however , an evident indecision on the part of the su-
preme court throughout this period, due to a division of sentiment
arnon^ its members. Judge Okey
5
who delivered a dissenting. opinion in
State v .ugh, had expressed the majority opinion in State v Brewster
that classification should ho upheld. In the former case, he intimat-
ed that this prohibition against special grants of corporate power
does not apply to municipalities, a point which had been considered
as settled since the overthrow of a Cincinnati law in the case of
(2)
State v Cincinnati.
The uncertainty regarding the attitude of the courts was intensi-
fied by its practice of deciding cases brought before it on other
considerations, thus avoiding the question of special grants of cor-
(3
)
porate powers.
Influence of Stare Decisis.
In other cases, the courts upheld acts, whose constitutionality
might well have been questioned, on the grounds of policy or the doc-
(4)
trine of stare decisis. In State v Hudson, Justice Follett declared
that "Each of the cities seems to need peculiar legislation which
§§)39 0.S.653,(iaa3)
(2) 20 0.3.18 (1870)
(3) See 7/alker v Cincinnati, 210. 3. 14 (1871}
(4)44 0. 3.137 (1895)

f (2?)
oan be provided only by suoh General classification. The peace and
prosperity of these cities and the bo3t interests of the state re-
quire that this system of classification be regarded as stare deci3l
and settled."
(I)
Again, in State v Baker
,
decided at a time when the legislature
would not be in session for nearly two years, the court upheld an ac
virtually speoial, realizing that "If the law in question were held
invalid, two at least of the principal cities of the state would be
deprived of any municipal government whatever. Ho doubtful consider-
ation as to the power of the legislature to pass the act in question
could atone for such consequences as these. It is the duty of the
oourt not to overlook such considerations."
To add to the confusion created by these diverse decisions, the
legislature made several sporadic attempts to clothe its measures in
general form, often relapsing however at the same session into acts
which called particular cities by name. And the fact that in many
cases the courts sustained such flagrant violations of the spirit of
the constitution seemed to justify it.
From about 1890, the supreme court decisions indicate a growing
resistance to this abuse of classification by the legislature. 3&ia
is most clearly shown by the increasing emphasis laid upon stare de-
cisis as the ground for decisions. In these opinions, we can hear the
first murmurs of the storm which was to. break ten years later..
In State v Wall
,
the court saia, "Grave doubts may well be enter-
tained as to the constitutionality of this method of classifying cit-
ies for the purpose of general legislation. But it has received the
sanction of this court in repeated decisions hitherto made, and in
I-!!.!L
thiS faCtf and the rUl ° that forMds a court to declare that
|I)550.*.. I ( 1895)"
(2)~-< 3.500 (1890)

% law enacted by the legislature is unconstitutional unless clearly
lonvinoed that it is so, v/e do not feel warranted in doing so in this
Instance
(I)
The next year, in the case of State v Smith, a still stronger po-
sition was taken, when the court said, "It must he conared'.-d that the
netiiod of classifying cities for purposes of legislation has been car-
Irted to the very verge of constitutional authority. Many conscientous
Binds believe that it has been exceeded. We have heretofore expressed
our doubts upon the subject but feel bound by the previous decision of
the oourt, and are disposed to sustain any laws falling within the
principle of those decisions, but are unwilling to go beyond them and
•auction legislation conferring corporate power which is plainly and
palpably special in character."
About this time a significant decision was delivered in a lower
(2)
court by Judge Shauck, later of the supreme bench. Ee felt bound by
the decision of the superior court to uphold a law of special appli-
cation, but tool: direct issue with it and declared the act to be "in
direct conflict with the plain provisions of the constitution." Ke
said further, "It is well, if not widely, known that most of the emi-
nent judges who participated in the decisions upholding such classifi-
cation, lived to regret the decisions and to deplore the results which
followed them."
Later when on the supreme bench, Judge Shauck
,
together with Judge
Burke t, dissented from all the decisions upholding classification . Grad-
ually as the membership and sentiment of the court changed, others
took this same view, until in 1901, when hopes for reform seemed es-
pecially low, owing to the defeat of certain proposed legislation,
Judge Shauck found himself with an undivided court behind him.
>I)48 0.3. £11 (IS9I)
2)Carr v Village of .Vest Carrolton,8 Circuit Court ,Heoorts I."

r ( ?a )
The Pugh-iibler Code.
(I)
This defeated legislation was the ugh--.ibler code of 1900. Five
years "before, the uhio State Board of Commerce and thirty-3ix affili-
ated raunioipal organizations had passed resolutions asking the legis-
lature to repeal the classification of municipal corporations, and es-
tablish uniform laws. The result was the appointment by the governor
(2)
in 1898, of a commission to prepare a bill with this in view. The
commissioners, ^r. David F.Pugh of Columbus and LIr. Edward .-ibler of
Eewark, drew up a bill for a municipal code, and in summing up their
work, recommended to the legislature "the abolition of municipal clas-
sification and the government of cities "by local councils rather than
by the state legislature".
The provisions of the code fall under four heads.
1. Further classification beyond that in the constitution was for-
bidden, as also legislative interference with the details of municipal
government, a measure which would have tended to protect local auton-
omy.
2. legislative and administrative functions were separated and ves1-
ed in distinct bodies. The former were placed in a uni-cameral council
of seven members (six for villages), of which three were to be electee
at large, and the rest from wards. The mayor was given extensive veto
power and the appointment and removal of the heads of the four depart-
(1) 0n this period, reference has been made to
Fairlie, Essays on Municipal Government ; The Municipal Crisis in Ohic
,
and Municipal Sodes.of the %ddle Westj
Ellis -.Municipal Code of Ohio, Introduction
.
Kibler,The Work of the Ohio LIunicipal Code Commission, and
Blandin, The "work of the Ohio Commission, both in the Report of the
|
• Conferences for G-ood City Government, vol.1 ( 1899)
(2) Commission authorized by statute of April 25,1898,93 Ohio Laws 302,

(25)
merits of Accounts, law.I'ublio Safety, and :ublio Improvements. This wai
•Beentially the federal plan of government then in force in Cleveland
3. A system of civil service examinations v/as applied to all offi-
|MIX8 except heads of departments, teachers, and a few others. The ad-
ministration of this was placed in charge of a hoard appointed by the
governor, and all appointments to fill vacancies were to he made from
the names standing highest on the list of eligibles. The mayor might
remove any officer on assignment of a reason.
4.domination by petition and non-partisan election were provided,
[the elective officers being the mayor, treasurer, councillors, police
Judge, and clerk of the police court.
There was also authorized municipal ownership of public service
utilities including street railv/ays and telephones.
This recommendation of the commission was a decided advance to-
wards Home ^ule. It would have made impossible the so-called "ripper
legislation", and greatly limited state administrative interference,
hthe separation of powers, concentration of responsibility, civil ser-
vice and election reform would have encouraged efficiency and economy,
But the virtue of the proposed code proved its fault. On the day of
its final reading in the assembly of 1900, word came from some of the
larger cities that its passage must be stopped, and it v/as buried in
lOommittee. One argument against the code was its length of 1509 sect-
ions, but probably a more cogent reason for its defeat v/as the pro-
vision for non-partisan nominations. To facilitate its passage, the
State Bar Association instructed an amendment committee to eliminate
ithese sections, together with those dealing with municipal ownership
jof public utilities. In this form, the code was reintroduced in 1902,
and again it v/as defeated hy the opposition of the larger cities.

(26)
• Changing attitude of the Courts and tho Legislation of 1902.
It was at this time that the courts refused to be "bound longer by
ithe principle of stare decisis and took an open stand against munici-
pal classification. In 1901, Judge Jhauck declared the doctrine of
(I)
olassifica :ion to be "completely discredited". Immediately there
follov/ed several decisions holding invalid acts special in their ap-
plication. She effect was more cautious legislation by the seventy-
Bjflfth assembly then in session. Several local measures v/ere defeated,
and those passed v/ere for the most part general in effect, such as a
(2)
bill for boards of tax-review in all municipalities, and the "Long-
wArth Bond Act" for uniform power and method in the issue of bonds
(3)
for public improvements by all municipalities.
At the same session, however, the legislature passed three laws
in the interests of, or rather against the interests of, particular
oities; and on the eve of the downfall of special legislation there
can be found no better examples to illustrate the evils which had
crept into this system
. Cleveland and foledo, at this time, were
under Democratic mayors, whose prominence and success in carrying out
reform measures had aroused the antagonism of the Republican state ad-
ministration. Soon after taking office, Mayor Johnson of Cleveland had
presented evidence to the local assessment board showing that fran-
rOhise corporations were being assessed at only about ten percent of
-the market value of their securities, while other property owners wer*
assessed at from forty to sixty percent. The board then revised its
methods and about twenty million dollars were added to the tax list.
[The franchise companies ai pealed to the state board, composed of the
(1) 3tate ex rel Theets v Cowles,64 0.S.I79 (Feb.I90I)
(2) 95 Ohio Laws 461.
(3) 95 » " 318.

|OTernor, attorney-general, and state auditor, all three being Sepubli-
3ans. The board remitted the additional assessments, and thus deprived
Cleveland of over $450, Ouu in taxes. Then, in order to conserve the
fruits of this victory, and take the whole matter out of the Democrat-
Lo mayor's hand, the legislature passed an act on May first, permittin,
the county auditor of any county to request and secure from the state
>oard of appraisers and assessors the appointment of a board of tax
review, to supersede all other local bodies. The bill was passed bv
( I
)
a lepublican vote.
Another act aimed at Cleveland concerned the park department .By
t the control and administration of the Cleveland parks were transfer--
( 2
)
red to a county board appointed by a Republican official. The Cleve-
and .council was helpless to prevent its passage, but attempted to
3ecure an amendment permitting its referendum to popular vote. This
vas killed, and the measure passed by a party vote, against the wishes
Df the city and its representatives
•
The third act affected Toledo alone, though made applicable to
(3 )
*11 cities of the third grade of the first class. It substituted a
3i-partisan police commission appointed by the governor, for the local^
y elected police board. But when the appointees of Governor Hash had
uly qualified, the members of the old board refused to. surrender the
looks and papers belonging to the offices, alleging that the act was
a special grait of corporate power and therefore unconstitutional. On
|
petition for mandamus against them, the case came before the supreme
ourt, and Judge Shauck rendered the first of the epoch-making opinion:
it 1902, which swept away the whole structure of classified municipal
Legislation.
JlS
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Rule in °hi o; municipal Affairs, 19 02;pp '.239 ^44*|/95 Ohio ijaws
)*6 « » 203, April 17,1902.

(28)
The Crisis of 1902.
K (I)
Two important questions were involved in the Toledo case. First,
ihould the court follow the decisions of almost fifty -ears and con-
sider n.s general a lav/ which applied to a grade and class of munici-
palities containing but one city, but was so worded that other cities
oould later enter the same grade and come under the operation of the
Ot; or should it rather consider the evident purpose of the classifi-
cation and its practical effect in determining its general or special
iOharacter? In answering this question
,
Judge Shauck referred to the
•arliest examples of classification anu said, "By an unvarying rule,
the characteristic of population was made the basis of the classifica-
tion, and it was made inevitable that every city attaining a popula-
tion of twenty thousand should advance, and become a city of the first
olass. -- Advancement was by a rule of unvarying application, and ev-
ery municipality might become subject to the operation of every stat-
ute conferring corporate power upon its own or a higher class.
"The judicial doctrine of classification was that all the cities
having the same characteristic of a substantial equality of populatioi
should have the same corporate power, although another class might be
formed upon a substantial difference in population.
"The classification now provided, affords no reason for the be-
lief that it is based upon such substantial difference in population
as the judicial doctrine contemplated, -- or upon any other real or
supposed differences in local requirements. Its real basis is found
pi the differing views or interests of those who promote legislation
ffor the different municipalities of the state. — The body of legis-
lation relating to this subject shows the legislative intent to sub-
(i)State ox rel Znisely v Jones, 66 0.3.453, June 26,1902.

( 29 )
Ititute isolation for classification, so that all the municipalities
If the state which are large enough to attract attention shall be de-
oied the protection intended to be afforded by this section of the con
stitution."
Thus by a unaminous decision, the court overthrew a long line of
a
Itoisions "which had upheld the theory and ^r^ctice of classification,
the mere fact of its special nature was r>ot enough to invalidate the
pwr^since not all special laws were prohibited by the constitution.
The second point upon which the decision depended v/as the defini-
tion of corporate powers to be followed, or, more specifically, the
question, are corporate powers those powers only which are conferred
upon municipalities? If so, the Toledo lav/ could be upheld, since the
constitution forbad only those special laws which confer corporate
power. On the second question, as on the first, the court had before
|K a long line of decisions, many of which involved the same point,
fcamely the appointment of police boards. As early as 1859, the legis-
lature had passed a statute establishing a board of police commission-
ers in cities over 80,000 (Cincinnati being the only answering this
(2)
description), and vesting in it the usual powers of such a board.
!Ehis was taken as the model for later acts of a similar nature, and ir
almost every case the courts upheld them as not grants of corporate
I)3tate v Mitchell, 31 O.S. 592,(1677)
iiloom v Zenia 32 0.3.461 (1877)
Mo Gill v State, 34 O.S. 228 (1877)
State v Hoffman, 35 O.S. 435 (1680)
Railroad Oo.v Walrath,38 O.S.461 (1682)
State v .Constant ine, 42 O.S. 437 (1884)
State v .ugh, 43 O.S. 98 (1885)
State v Kiesewetter, 45 O.S. 254 (1887)
Weil v State, 46 O.S. 450 (1889)
State v Shearer, 46 G.3.275 (1889)
State v Jacob, 52 O.S. 66 (1694)
iiason v State, 58 O.S. 30 (1896).
(2)56 Ohio x.aws 48.

po'..or
.
;' X speoial reference to one of these aots is germane because of its
0I039 similarity to the Toledo law. In 1876, the legislature passed a
law for Cincinnati, providing that "in all cities of the first class
having at the last federal census a population oijtwo hundred thousand
and over, the police powers and duties shall be vested in, and exercis-
•d by, a board of five members, to be appointed by the governor for a
kern of five years 1
,
1 and vested with all the powers previously exercis-
(2)
ed by the board of health. When brought before the court, the law
was declared to be "essentially local and speoial in its nature", but
it was upheld as constitutional on the grounds that "the board which
jthe defendants constitute, is not a corporation, nor are its powers
tender the statute within the meaning of this section (article I5,sec-
(3)
tion I)".
By common judicial assent, then, corporate powers had been con-
sidered as those granted to a municipality, as distinguished from
those vested in a state organ. The wording of the Toledo law offered
no grounds for dissent from. this doctrine, since it was almost identi-
cal with that of the former lav/. To quote the precise terms, it pro-
vided that "All police powers and duties connected with, and incident
;to, the appointment, regulation, and government of a police force in
cities of the third grade of the first class, shall be vested in, and
©zeroised by, a board of police commissioners, to be appointed by the
governor"
.
But again Judge Shauck refused to let stare decisis determine his
Opinion, and declared such a grant of power to be unconstitutional.
fit is no longer doubted", he said, "that the corporate powers contam-
(1) State v Baughman,39 0. S. 455 (1882) ; Walker v Cincinnati, 21 0.5.14(1671
,
(2) 73 Ohio Laws 70, sections 1,8.
(3) State ex rel Attorney-General v Covington, £9 0.5.102.(1876)

plated by this section are those conferred uron municipalities, as
Mil as those conferred upon private or commercial corporations." Re-
jecting the previously accepted theory of corporate powers, he definoc
them as "such powers as are usually conferred upon corporations".
In a word, this decision changed the old line of demarcation be-
tween general and speoial laws, which had been considered as settled
powers]
since State v ^ugh,in 1885, and overthrew the definition of corporate]
under which the police of a dozen cities had been organized. Serious
'ma the results of the decision were, more vital changes were effected
by a case involving another city of the state.
On the same day, a decision was rendered in a quo warranto suit
brought against Beacom and the other members of the Cleveland board
(I)
of control, attacking the act under which they held office. As in
the case just cited, politics lay at the bottom of the action. For some
years, the street-railway interests had bitterly opposed the granting
bf franchises to a competing corporation upon a three cent basis. Aft-
er blocking the grant once on technical grounds, they attacked the
city government itself as a last resource, questioning the validity of
the lav/ under which it was organized.
An act of March 16,1891, for "cities of the second grade of the
(2)
first class", had established the Cleveland Board of Control, made up
bf the six directors of law, public works, -police, fire service, ac-
counts, and charities and corrections. Under the strict standards set
ftp in the Toledo case, there could be no doubt but that this law was
unconstitutional, and the court so ruled. But it added, "while a judg-
ment of ouster must follow our conclusions, we think public considera-
tions will justify such suspension off its execution as will give to
(State ex rel Attorney-General v Beacom, 66 Co. 491.
f 2 )88 Ohio ^aws 105.

those discharging the duties of the other departments of the govern-
Bent of the state an opportunity to take suoh action as to them may
seem best, in view of the condition which the execution of our judg-
ment will create; and this suspension will be until the second of
Cotober, I9u2" .
^
f A third case, decided two days before, upon the same principles ,
overthrew a grant of power to the trustees of the Cincinnati hospital
Here again the court departed from the path laid down by rrevious de-
(2)
cisions. By an act of 1861 , the management and control of this hos-
pital, originally established by a law of 1821, were vested in a
board of seven trustees who were given power to "make rules and regu-
lations for the conduct and government" of the hospital. The law was
attacked as a special grant of corporate power, but upheld by the
supreme court, which said, "We discover nothing in the provisions of thi
act either constituting the trustees a corporate body or conferring
(31
power on a corporation already existing". No consideration was giv-
en by the court to the question as to whether the power to tax was in-
cidentally granted by the law, or whether an earlier act authorizing
taxation for the erection of the hospital, was constitutional. In
1864, an amending act was passed, providing that the "rules and reg-
ulations" of the trustees should, be submitted to the Cincinnati eoun-
jeil for approval, after which they should have the force of ordinance! .
She court drew a distinction between these two acts and declared the
void as a special grant of corporate power. Justice '.Yhite said, "The
rpower here attempted to be conferred, is not vested in the members
of the council as individuals, but is sought to be vested in the
( 1 ) Cincinnati v Trustees of Hospital, 66 0. 3.440, June 24,1902.
(2) 58 Ohio Laws 151.
(S)State v Lavis,23 0.3.434,(1872).

ooonoil in its legislative and corporate oaracity." Finally in 1902
the legislature ; assed a law authorizing the hospital trustees to is-
gue Cinoinnati bonds for the payment of certain repairs and improve-
ments. In holding this to be a special grant of corporate power, the
oourt emphasised the point that bond issues necessitated taxation,
which was clearly a corporate jower. Whether this position was justi-
fied or not, it indicates a change from that taken with regard to the
law of 1861, upheld by the court, since the latter act involved the
Control of offices and property all of which were supported by taxa-
ion*
By this series of decisions, municipal affairs in Ohio were thrown
into an unparalleled state of confusion. It was apparant that the gov-
ernment of practically every city and village in the state rested to
a greater or less extent upon statutes which the supreme court would
no longer uphold as constitutional. The legislature was not in session
and would not rae?t o-r-iinarily for sixteen months. In three months the
of Cleveland
j
existing government/ could cease to be legal, and that of any other
bity might be successfully attacked at any time.
To add to the chaos , the supreme court had been rendered almost
(2)
ielpless by a blunder in the wording of the "Eoyer Law" of May, 1902.
The act was passed as an amendment to section 6710 of the revised
Btatutes, for the purpose of removing the three hundred dollar limita-
tion on the prosecution of error proceedings in the supreme court,
but its practical effect, as worded, was to destroy nearly all of the
court's appellate jurisdiction.
Considerations of fundamental importance to the municipalities
and the supreme court of the state thus combined to make imperative
(1) State ex rel Attorney General v Cincinnati, 25 0.5.445,(1872).
(2)93 Ohio ^.aws 255.

he calling of an extraordinary session of the legislature.
In the light of the situation thus created, it is interesting to
feote the indications of a growing sentiment in favor of ilome P.ule.
m 1890, Governor Campbell had summoned the legislature together in
pedal session for the purpose of providing a new form of government
for Cincinnati. The text of the governor's message was Home Rule, and
la one of the concluding sentences, he said,"Kow, while the people
are awake to their condition, let us return to "home rule"; let us do
lhat which is always right, and which at this particular juncture is
an especial necessity." Five years later, this same sentiment was
voiced in no uncertain terms by the State Board of Commerce and its
(I)
hirty-six affiliated bodies in session at Cleveland. In a series
If resolutions, they asked the general assembly to abolish classifica-
tion, provide the concentration of responsibility and separation of
powers in municipal government, with a merit system and uniform ac-
counting, and then declared, "it is essential and necessary to the in-
ception, development, and adoption of reform measures adapted to the
needs of the several cities of the state, that the people of these
cities shall be accorded the fullest degree of home rule consistent
with the principles of the constitution."
Neither the appeal of the Governor nor that of the cities bore
immediate fruit in legislative action; but now, in 1902, conditions
offered a promising opportunity. Classification had been abolished by
the action of the courts. Before the legislature was the task of built
ing up from the foundation a new municipal code.

Chapter III .
The Municipal Code of 1902.
In response to the urgent demand, Governor George K. Hash issuec
bs the 22nd of July, the call for a special session of the seventy-
felfth general assembly. August the 25th was set as the day for conven-
ing, hut immediately the governor began to prepare for its work. In
order that no time need be lost, he requested Mr. Nicholas .uongworth
Lad Mr*.Vade H.Ellis, both of Cincinnati, to assist him in drawing up
a municipal government bill conforming with the requirements suggest-
ed in the recent supreme court decisions. At his request also, the
State Bar Association appointed a committee of three of its members
to assist in the preparation of the bill. Thus sponsored, it was pre-
sented to the convened legislature in connection with the governor's
message, and with the specific recommendation "that all parts of said
( I
)
aa<i the bill as a whole, be made a part of the law of Ohio."
Bearing the name of "the Governor's code", it experienced a quick pas-
sage through the senate, a more thorough examination and amendment in
'the house,, and further modification in joint conference between the
wo. On the 22nd of October it was signed by the governor and became
lav/.
Seldom has the chief executive of a state played so direct and
active a part in the work of the legislature. And this violation of
the theory of separation of powers was the more noticeable because at
(2)
this time the governor of Ohio did not possess the veto power. Its
Justification can lie only the fact of the extroardinary emergency,
hich demanded a comprehensive code of laws in the shortest possible
time.
R<-)Text of Gov. Sash's message in Ell^s, Municipal Code ;Appendex,p.847,|E)First established by a constitutional amendment in 1903.

(36)
iheories of iMunioipal Government Before
the legislature.
In the debates of the session, two conflicting theories of raunioi.
pal government oocupied the center of the discussion. The one was
that of limited municipal Home Rule; the other, that of state control
through general laws. The division of the legislature on the basis of
these two opposite principles arose out of diverse interpretations of
article 13, section 6, of the constitution, "The General Assembly
shall provide for the organization of cities and incorporated village:
|y general laws". Those v/ho interpreted this clause narrowly, believ
•d that it forbad any grant of local self-government. Others, under
a broad interpretation, urged a general grant of legislative power
to municipalities, under which they might adapt their local govern-
ment to local ne-ds. In the latter case, a distinction v/as drawn be-
tween the initial organization of the city, which, all agreed,must be
accomplished under a general law, and the government of that city aft-
er it has been organized. The second, some believed, might constitu-
tionally be left to the determination of ' the local voters "liowhere",
one member declared, "is it intimated either expressly or by implica-
tion, that the power of the general, assembly to confer legislative
runctions uj on municipalities is \ rohibited'.'
.
While only a limited degree of Home ?aile was seriously considered
in the session, it is of interest to note that the question of com-
plete Home Rule was broached. LIr.Ihurman of Columbus urged the as-
sembly to "submit an amendment to the constitution of the state, giv-
ing to the people of the cities the power to call municipal convention!
for the purpose of framing such forms of government as they may deem
le^x. £n£ 5ith_the sole power to_alter_the same by the same means
W 'Sftjrr ^ 3 ? f The Jrecial Committee-oH MicipaT.CodTeTSeviiityr 'fifth General Assembly. J
_g) Ibia.p .456

when required." ..is step had been urged before the legislature by
with
pp«Thurman ten years previously, but/ apparantly no response. How,
fckthough the exigencies of the situation precluded the idea of amend-
ptnt, there existed an energetic faction in both houses, which favor-
ed the grant of as much self-governing powers as the constitution
would permit.
Codes Before fhe legislature,
(a) Okey-Yorke Code.
Four codes were referred to the House code committee, and of these
two were based on the principle of limited Some Rule. One of the lat-
ter had been drawn up by Judge Okey for the Democratic minority. It
provided one general plan for the organization of cities, and another
for villages, leaving such matters as the number and kinds of depart-
ments to the determination of a local constitutional convention,
[.there were also included in the hill provisions for rigid civil ser-
Pfioe rules, municipal ownership of rublic utilities, limited fran-
chise grants, and maximum rates for privately owned public utility
tZ)
service
.
In introducing the bill,iiir .Yorke interpreted article IS, section
F6,of the constitution as meaning that the "General Assembly should
provide by a lav/ for the organisation of the municipality,-- and aftes*
it had become created and organised, that the only control of its
Suture which the General Assiaehly could retain, would be the power to
restrict it in the levying of taxes, mailing assessments, borrowing
[money, contracting debts, and loaning its credit."
(b)ihe 3tate Board of Commerce Bill,
i- 'fiie other so-called Home Rule bill, was the result of work begun
fears befo re by the Ohio itate ^oard of Commerce. A3 early as 1896,
l^'ibid.p.ie.
~~

(his organisation started an agitation for reform in municipal legis-
.ation. In I9GO it refused to indorse the j\igh-Kibler code, and intro-
luoed a substitute bill drawn up by its own legislative dommittee .How,
ifter further study of the problem, it presented a completely revised
ode for the government of oities and villages, drafted by Judge Gil-
trt A.Stev/art and Lr.E.H.Iuol&hon of Columbus and Lir. Allen Ripley
(I)
oote of Chicago.
The bill outlined a general soheme of organization, leaving much
[isoretionary power to the municipality. There was provided a mayor,
a
I fcni-oameral council of from 5 to 35 members, and a police court. Defi-
Ite limits were placed upon the taxing, assessing, and borrowing pow-
ers granted. Beyond these points, the organization and functions of
he municipality were to be determined by a local constitutional con-
tention. It was stipulated that the constitution should "Provide a
©heme of organization and (determine) all administrative officers and
toards necessary for the good government of the corporation and the ex-
ircise of ita corporate power; prescribe their duties, fix their terms
lalarieo, bonds, and methods of selection and removal, and provide
|ethods for filling vacancies'*. Every city and village was empowered
to make and enforce within its limits, all such local, police, sanitary,
|nd other regulations as are not in conflict with general laws, and to
k- oreate indebtedness, levy taxes and assessments, and enact and en-
force by reasonable fines, penalties, and imprisonments, all necessary
rdinances and resolutions."
ffne plan of the Board of Commerce was thus to satisfy the constit-
utional requirements by providing through general laws for the frame-
work of municipal organization, while at the same time allowing to eac]
ommunity a free hand in the completion of its system of government.
|I)Proceedings,pp.70-79.

(39)
The objections urged against this oode were three-fold. It was
jontended (a) that the bill was unconstitutional; (b ) that it would pro-
fcuoe diversity instead of uniformity in municipal government ; and (o)
fehat it was visionary and impractical.
The first objection v/as the prominent one in the debates, since
both parties to the controversy expressed the belief that Home Rule
should be granted in as large a measure as the constitution would per-
(I)
lit. __r .i-elvlahon argued in its defence that the bill met all the re-
quirements of the constitution, being general in form, and providing
for the organization of all cities and villages. Two possible points
Uf attack were nevertheless suggest ed by him; -(a) that the bill was a
ielegation of legislative power, and (b)that in permitting a diversity
in the forms of municipal government, it would violate article 2, sec-
tion 26 of the constitution, reading "All laws of a general nature
Bhall have a uniform operation throughout the state".
In refutation of these arguments, Mr.MoMahon showed that an excep-
tion to the general rule forbidding the delegation of legislative pow-
rr was made in the "right of the legislature to confer upon towns
md other inferior municipal organizations the powers of local govern-
(2)
aent and especially of local taxation and police regulations 1,' and
lhat "It is for the legislative discretion to determine within the lim>
Ltations of the constitution to what extent, city or town councils shal
(3)
>e vested with the power of local legislation'.'
In regard to the second point, he contended that the uniformity
requirement extended only to the law itself, and not to the local gov-
irnments which might be established under it. In the wording of the
Illinois Supreme Court, where a similar constitutional provision exist-
"~"
~ ~ _ _ _ . _ _ _
_
_; _ I
^Proceedings, p. 86. For _lr .LteMahon* s discussion, see pp. 85-97.
JPjCooley, Constitutional limitations, p. 226.
.3 JBurkholter v lucConnellsville, 20 0.3.308/(^70)

r (4o)
lad "the ordinances to he adopted by different municipalities under the
lowers so conferred (i.e. by general lav; ) mtiy 06 as varient in their
terns as the varying municipalities or sense of public policy in those
(I)
Uio exercise the legislative authority, may require".
\
• In spite of these arguments, the sentiment of a majority of the
jBommittee, as v/ell as of the entire House, was against such a grant oi
Borne Rule power. It would be difficult to determine whether this hos-
tility arose from objections to the general principle involved, or
Whether it was due to p -incere feeling that such a grant would be un-
loonstitutional. It is significant that later in the session, a
(2)
resolution for a Home -aile amendment was voted down, an action which
(Suggests that the real opposition to this bill was based on other thai:
;oons titutional grounds. Yet there wbb much support for the latter po-
sition. Mr.Ellis considered the bill"clearly unconstitutional" and
'(Special Counsel Bennet of the attorney-general's office declared that
no power beyond those in the governor's code could constitutionally
[be granted to a municipality.
Immediate legislation was imperative, , and there was no inclination
k the part of the legislators to risk a possible nullification of
their work by an adverse court decision. Nor was there any means of
foretelling v/hat position the supreme court would next take in its
fluctuating attitude towards municipal legislation. Such v/as the un-
certainty over this, that leaders in the House openly considered the
advisability of asking the court to disregard precedent and give a
strong hint as to its probable attitude towards the proposed legisla-
(3)
|ion.
Considerations of this nature naturally bred a conservative atti-
tude, and conservatism inevitably strengthened the party supporting
U) Coving ton v East St. Louis, 78 111 SAQ^U^iS)
(2) 3ee contra pAB
(3) Lihftrrr, rftfftrPTir»g has been made tg Qpptftinr.nr?vry news^aners
.
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the Governor's code, since this measure involved no departure into un-
tried legislative paths. For this, and other reasons, the advocates of
Home Eule were unable to carry either of their proposals through the
committee stage. Their work was none the less significant as indicat-
ing a wide and increasing sentiment which was to go on gathering force
iuntil it came to a head in the constitutional convention of 19 12.
The extent of this sentiment is roughly shown by data which the
tanioipal Association of Cleveland collected about this time from ovea
tone hundred cities, of which eighty v/ere within the state. Eighty-one
per cent favored Home Rule to the fullest extent possible under the
constitution; nineteen per cent qualified this by stipulating limita-
tions on municipal bond issues and taxation, or the appointment of po-
flice boards by the governor; but not a single city expressed opposi-
(I) •
|tion to the principle of Home Kule.
The two codes still to be considered v/ere baseS upon the theory
ithat the constitution required the legislature to provide in detail
for the government and organization of municipalities. These v/ere the
j8o-oalled Federal code and the Administration or Mash code.
(c) The Federal Code.
The federal code, introduced by Kr.Guerin of Erie, represented di-
eotly the Cleveland interests, but v/as strongly supported by the Co-
• (2)
Rumbus Board of 'xrade and other smaller cities. Following almost
precisely the wording of the Hash code, it granted much the same pow-
ers to municipalities, but organized them under the federal plan rath-
Mr than the board plan as in the Governor's bill. Besides a mayor and
a council, there were- provided four executive departments, law, public
fety, public improvements, and accounts, the directors of which, wit}
(I {Figures furnished by LIr . T.E.Hogse tt of Cleveland.
(2 JProceedings, pp. 479-95. *

the exception of the latter, were to be appointed by the mayor. The
ireotor of public safety was given appointment and removal powers ov-
it the police and fire departments under civil servioe rules, which
were also extended to the health department and made optional for all
ither employees of the city. A bi-partisan board, appointed by the gov-
ernor, was placed in controlof the civil service organization. Execu-
tiYe and legislative functions v/ere clearly separated, and adminis-
trative responsibility centered in the mayor, with power to remove
heads of departments, veto ordinances, and make up the budget, but sub-
Jeot to removal by the governor.
It was urged in support of the. bill that its provisions were as
applicable to a small city as to a large one, since there were no
boards to be filled, and ,if need be, two departments might be placed
under the same person. Cleveland and Columbus, the two cities of the
[state which were organized under the federal plan, were its most prom,
inent champions, and the reputation for good government enjoyed by
the former, should have insured its serious consideration by the leg.
islature
.
But by the end of the first two weeks of the session, it had be-
come evident that the final legislative action would be based on no
one of the three codes outlined above, but on that one which had been
prepared under the direction of the governor and introduced in the
'Senate by Mr .Nicholas -ongworth. On September 9th, the Republican mem-
bers of the Senate agreed to support the general provisions of the
Bash code, and on the I5th, the code committee of the House came to
the same decision by a vote v/hich represented strictly party lines
frith but one exception. The origin of the bill having been described,
a closer analysis of its provisions is appropriate.

- (43)
Drafted by citizens of Cincinnati, with little reference to the
wishes or advice of officials of other large cities of the state, the
Lode rery naturally provided a form of organization phased on the
Aboard" government then in operation in Cincinnati. Outside interests
were able, nevertheless, to effect several changes in the Dill before
its introduction in the legislature .The most important of these con-
cerned the police board. In the original draft, appointments to the
police force were to be made by the governor acting through a board
of commissioners appointed by him, a feature of the Cincinnati plan
which was understood to be favored by the Governor. As rewritten, the
code vested full control of the police in a bi-partisan board of four
appointed by the mayor, such a change having been recommended by a
commit tee of the State Bar Association. Other minor changes took the
control of the fire-department from a separate board, placing it with
the polioe under the board of public safety; and reduced the minimum
limitation on the size of the council.
As introduced, the Rash code divided cities and villages at the
[five thousand population line, and provided the following organiza-
tion;- a council of at least seven members, of whom three should be
elected at large ;a mayor , auditor, and treasurer elected for three yeani
la eolicitor and minor officers appointed by the mayor; a board of pub
flic service, of three elected directors, vested with control of all
public works and institutions, including the health department; a bi-
partisan board of public safety, of four directors appointed by the
payor, over the police and fire departments. The merit system was nom-
inally provided for in the two latter departments, but to a very inad
«I)On the provisions and history of the Eash code, reference has been
made to Fairlie, Municipal Crisis in Ohio; the Proceedings of the
special session; the text of the bill as introduced (Senate Bill I
and as reported by the House (House Bill 5);and current newspapers
more especially the Cincinnati Enquirer and Ohio State Journal.

equate extent. LaiUiioipal classification v/as suggested only in the one
provision that cities over three hundred and fifty thousand should
have two police judges.
Hie Role Of Politics.
The early debates in both houses of the legislature made it appar-
ent that political considerations were to determine its final action.
[Mutual suspicion characterised the attitude of the two political fac-
tions towards each other. Republican leaders were eager to weaken the
influence of the Democratic mayor of Cleveland, Tom I.Johnson, and in
the defeat of the proposed federal code, they saw an opportunity not
only of accomplishing this end, but also of striking a blow at the
arty which had elected the mayors of the two federal cities. On the
other hand, the Democrats and some Republicans were antagonized by
he Buspected influence of Boss Co:: and Senator Hanna.
he "curative act',' which regranted for unexpired terms all municipal
franchises regardless of existing laws, was an example of what many
jin the legislature believed to be the dictation from Cincinnati,
pie measure in question was introduced by Judge Hosea of that city, fo]
the obvious purpose of getting around the decision of the Hamilton
Bounty Superior Court, declaring unconstitutional the Rogers fifty
year franchise grant to a local street railway corporation.
Thus state and local politics, personal antagonism, and suspicion
combined to render improbable a fair and candid consideration of the
Merits of the various proposed codes.
Changes In The Sash Code During lassage.
In the Senate, the Hash code was considered in committee of the
whole, where it met with little effective opposition, and was passed

Itnbstantially in the sane form as when introduced. In the House, the
Hll went immediately to the special committee on codes, and here it
was subjected to a thorough examination and criticism. The most vig-
orous attack on the measure came from the champions of the federal
system, who declared a "board plan to he unsatisfactory, and entirelyim-
foraeticable for the smaller cities. As a result of this criticism,
[the House substituted single directors for the boards, an action
which had been defeated in the Senate by the narrow vote of 16 to 15.
Other features which brought forth extensive criticism in the com-
mittee hearings, were the lack of effective merit provisions and the
franchise sections. It soon became cleiar that the bill could not pas;
in its present shape.
After extended discussion and debate, the House at length passed
a substitute bill
,
differing in many respects from the Governor's
(I)
code and longer by fifty-six pages. Single, elective directors of
public service and safety were provided in place of the clumsier
boards; civil service rules were extended to the' fire and police de-
partments under a bi-partisan commission appointed by the governor;
And the health department, libraries, and parks and hospitals were
placed under separate boards.
The final vote on this substitute, 61 to 25, roughly represented
the strength of the two parties, although four Democrats voted for
the bill, and twenty- tv/o members refrained from voting. The Senate
refused to accept the House measure, and a Joint conference committee
of ten was chosen. This met for ten days, then reported to the two
bodies, and the final bill was passed and became lav/ on October 22nd ,
In the deliberations of the conference committee, the House bill
•was taken as the basis of action, and most of its features were re-
tained, with the exception of those relating to the departments of

safety and servioe, whioh were again placed' under the board organi: i-
klon. The final vote in the Senate divided on party lines, 21 Republi-
cans voting for, and 12 Democrats against. In the House, the closing
speeohes were particularly acrimonious in their reference to boss
control, and the final vote of 66 to 34 echoed the party feeling, al-
though three Democrats chose to support the measure.
At the very close of the session, there was passed a bill of
minor importance, but whose nature created an almost ludicrous situa-
tion. Although the legislature had been called together because of
court decisions declaring special acts invalid, and for the purpose
oi supplying a substitute for these acts, its last act was to pass
m law authorizing the board of education of Zanesville to issue bonds
(I)
Amounting to ^25,000. The members smiled as they voted.
The Code.
The fruit of the eight weeks session was the ITash code, substan-
tially as introduced, but with changes as to the boards, terms of
(2)
councillors, merit system, and a few minor matters. Under its
operation, every city must have a council of at least seven members,
increasing with the population on a specified ratio, and elected part
(5)
ly at large, partly from wards; a mayor, president of council, treas-
(1)As the legislature rose for the last time, certain members from
Cleveland led their friends in the following doxology, whose humor
doubtless covered v/hat was rather bitter feeling.
"Praise Cox to whom all blessings flow$
Praise him, all people of Ohio;
Praise hanna, Hash, and all the host,
But praise George B.Cox the most."
(2) For text ana ->otes, see Ellis, Municipal Code.
(S)After the council should have reached a size of fifteen, one mem-
ber in every five, should be elected at large. Of Cincinnati's twenty-
nine councillors, five were elected at large.
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forer, and solicitor, eleotcd for two years, and an auditor elected
for three; a board of public service of three or five members, sub-
ject to the decision of the council, elected for two years, and giver
[tontrol of most of the public works and institutions; a bi-partisan
Board of public safety of two or four members, apj o in ted by the raayonji,
or by the governor in case the mayor's appointments should not be rat-
ified by two-thirds of the council within thirty days, placed over the
fire and police departments, and made subject to very weak civil ser-
tioe rules in the matter of appointments; and finally a board of
health, a sinking fund and tax commission of four, and a library boarc
wt six, all appointed by the mayor.
Under the code and existing statutes, every miinicipality could
own and operate lighting, power, and heating plants, markets, libraries,
hospitals, and universities without further grants of power fron the
legislature
.
In several respects, the code of 1902 marked an advance in state
legislation for municipalities. The flexibility in size of the prin-
ciple boards removed one of the greatest objections to the board pladi,
while the extensive power given to the board of public service markec
a promising tendenoy towards simplification and centralization in city
government. (Hiere was, moreover, a promise of increased efficiency
in the council in the provisions for the election of some members at
large. Looked at from the standpoint of the state, the code's chief
Laerit lay in the reduction of legislation which it would entail.
Response From Ihe State.
ihese redeeming features were quite generally overlooked in the
PBtorm of criticism and remonstrance which sprang up on all sides*.

ir—~" " us)
lis ide from the partisan objections of the home Rulers that complete
llooal self-government was being denied, and of the federal enthusiasts
Ithat an inferior plan of organization had been imposed, there were
ubstantial grounds for criticism.
The provision that appointments to the boards of safety should be
made by the governor if the mayors' action was not confirmed by the
»ounoils amounted almost to a guarantee that in Cleveland, Toledo, and
'Other Democratic cities, these important offices would be filled by
(I)
Pfche Republican governor. The concentration of power in the elective
board of public service without a corresponding prominence of position
opened the way for political influence and corruption, while the mayo]
whose prominence would tend to secure the choice of an efficient man,
had no power of controlover the boards.
The merit provisions for the police and fire departments were
[rendered almost ludicrous by a slight change in the wording, made dur-
ling the passage of the bill.Appointments to these departments were to
be made by the mayor from the three highest names on the register of
eligibles. The candidates, however, were to be arranged on this regis-
ter not "in the order of their relative excellence, as determined by
examination", which was the original wording of the provision, but "in
the order of their relative examinations". Tims by the wording of the
law, appointments were apparantly made dependent upon priority in
examination rather than upon excellence shown therein.
Another small change made during passage, permitted the rushing
of franchise grants through a council if three-fourths of the members
Should vote to suspend the rule requiring the passage of such ordi-
nances on three different occasions.
(I)3ee contra, p .60, for the operation of this provision.
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Enough has been said to indicate how signally the legislature
[failed to measure up to the opportunity for advanoed municipal legis-
lation. The Republican press of the state rallied half-heartedly to
[the defence of the code, while apologetically acknowledging its "po3-
ible defects". Democratic state papers attacked it fiercely, as migb;
have been expected, and the outside press was hardly less derogatory.
The Springfield "Republican" ( Independent ) commented editorially,
"It violates the principles of home rule, of executive responsibility,
[and of non-partisan departmental boards in the most flagrant manner,
and all for the purpose simply of keeping the spoils of the cities
in Republican hands and the grip of the bosses upon municipal rule."
The Chicago "Evening Post" (Ind.) saw in the code the triumph of
bossism and partizanship over political principle and municipal intei
-
est and progress", while the Brooklyn "Eagle" lamented that the "home
rule doctrine embodied to a notable extent in our Sew York charter
is left nowhere in this Ohio code."
The Syracuse (1I.Y. )"Herald" criticised particularly the "weakened
responsibility of the mayor" and termed the law "a distinct step
backward"
.
Constitutional Changes Proposed.
During the special session, the fear on the part of some advocate)
of Home Rule that their measure could not be sustained under the
constitution as it then stood, led to the introduction of a resold
tion calling for the submission of a constitutional amendment
.
1
*ihis
provided that "any city containing a population of more than 5,000
inhabitants may frame a charter for its own government consistent
with the constitution and laws of this state, and such charter ,when
a$op£ed^^ general enchart-UJuouscTbTnl: Rfro^luTTon , no. 5, by lir .ueis^l'ol^Cle^eland.""" ~
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I ericG statute enaoted by the General Assembly as to suoh city". Other
Bjrovisions concerned the machinery of charter framing, the form of
organisation, with a mayor and council, and state limitations U] on the
! municipal powers. ihc resolution was defeated by a vote of 49 to 33.
ilie question of a constitutional convention was brought up in the
[House, but there was little sentiment for this and the matter soon
dropped. In the closing hours of the session, there was carried by
[joint resolution a proposal for a constitutional amendment legalizing
the classification of cities. Zhese classes were to be;(a)cities over
100, 000, (b) those between 25,00u and 100,000, and (c)those below
i 25, 000. On submission to the electorate in Kovember, 1903, the amendment
(I)
failed of ratification, and no further movement for constitutional
ohangc in the interests of Home Rule attained any importance until
19 IS.
During the session, the Eoyer law, limiting the appellate juris-
tdiotion of the supreme court ,had been repealed, and the second
[main purpose for which it was called, thus satisfied.
In the meantime, further judicial action was necessary to bolstei
Bgp the government of Cleveland which had been rendered theoretically
illegal by the recent decision of State v Beacom.lt v/ill be remernber-
I ed that the execution of that judgment had been deferred until Octo-
ler second, but as the new code was not to. go into effect until the
fcfirst lionday in Slay, 1903, a further suspension was made imperative,
j
^his was accomplished by an order of the supreme court on the 'eighth
mf fioveinber, 1902.
From the standpoint of constitutional lav/, this suspension of
the execution of a judgment is of interest in view of the theory that
RDTotal vote at the election, 877, 203 j For, £1, 664 ; Against , 52,110.
See Patterson, Constitution- of Ohio, p. 285.
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an aot held unconstitutional by a court is void from the beginning.
The supreme court, in offeet, declared the government of Cleveland to
>e illegal, but agreed to overlook that fact until the necessary legis
Ifttive nteps could be taken to romedy the defect. "And thereby", as
(Judge Burket observed in a later case, "the wind is tempered to the
(I)
shorn lamb."
(I) In State v Spellmire,48 3.42, an act establishing a special schoo
district was held unconstitutional, but Judge Burket su^ested a
suspension of judgment similar to that in the Cleveland^case
.
See on the theory of constitutional law* Gooley, Constitutionallimitations, 6th ed.,p.222.

Chapter IV
A Decade Cf Uniformity .
ihe municipal code of 1902 established a uniform organization
for the seventy-two cities of the state, cities which presented the
most widely varying conditions of population, location, economic inter-
ests, and political experience. At the to] of the list stood Cleve-
land with a population of 581,768; at the bottom, ainesville with
(I)
5,024. Cleveland was permitted a larger council, ljnd two more mem-
bers on ^ach of its two ] rincipal boards, but otherwise the govern-
ments of the two cities were identical. The larger municipalities of
the state, which had hitherto enjoyed each its own particular form of
ifrganization, were now conformed to a rigid plan of government , fram-
ed not to meet their peculiar problems, but to accomodate, however im-
perfectly, the smallest cities as well. Kelsonville, just emerged
^rom the village ranks, might have no very vexing problems of public
utility service, charity administration, and sewage disposal; yet it
must maintain three directors of public service, because a similar
board was considered necessary for Cleveland and Cincinnati with thei
complex functions along these lines. ..hile the new code did not for
bid the vesting of two offices in a single person, this method of
eliminating unnecessary officials could not be used in the case of
the numerous boards, whose size was stipulated, and where service by
one person on more than one board might not be practicable.
The nev/ rule of uniformity required the abandonment of existing
forms of organization in many cities. Youngstown and Akron, which
had been operating under the city commission law, considered the new
government
,
with its divided powers, weakened executive, and scatter
Fl)U. 3. Census, 1900.
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•d responsibility, 'xhe "federal" cities of Cleveland and Columbus
must relinquish a successful form of organization for one which had
not proved its merit in operation 111 Cincinnati. Barberton, with a
tity organization and a population of 6,000 in 1902, must return to
the village class, because, by the census of I9o0, it had had only
4,354 inhabitants. In every city was the confusion incident to gov-
ernmental change.
G-eneral Lissatisfaction with the Code.
It is not surprising that the newspaper files of this eriod echo
(I)
remonstrances from all parts of the state. Some of the objections
were based u on the provisions of the code. For example, certain cit-
ies complained that salary expenses were being unduly increased:
while others expressed dissatisfaction with the amount of the taxing
power vested in the mayor and council. Under the latter point, was cit
«d the Longworth bond act, passed in 2£ay,I902, and embodied in the
(2)
code. This act authorised the council, on a two-thirds vote, and
without reference :o the tax-payers, to issue bonds amounting to one-
percent of the tax duplicate for any of twenty-seven specified pur-
poses. This and other tax provisions made possible a levy of amorox-
imately three and one-half percent without the consent of the tax-
payers. In Columbus, this would amount to $2,340,000. Such a power
in a body whose size tende r to scatter responsibility, was felt to
be dangerous. Other critics of the code pointed out the defects noted
(3)
in the preceding chapter.
In many cases these complaints were due rather to political con-
editions rather than to the code provisions themselves . One source
of friction lay in the redisricting of the cities, in which oppor-
(1)Eewsparer references are not given as most of the discussion is of
an editorial nature, with little definite data.
(2) Section 2835 R.S. ( 3 ) 3up ra, pj .47-49 .
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tunities for gerrymandering. Columbus democrats feared the action of
the Republican counail in forming new wards, while the ory oame from
booster less than two months after the close of the special legisla-
tive session that the emoorats had robbed the fa] ublicans of their
proper share of sev.ts in the council. In Layton, however, where the
existing ward division was far from equitable, it was hoped that the
redistribution might adjust political political conditions in the
council on a fairer basis, ^uch of the j ress discussion v/as violently
partisan, and possibly some of the criticism entirely ungrounded, but
it cannot be doubted that the uniformity imyosed upon these cities
was felt to be a chock on the development which the- had been enjoy-
ing before 1902 under special legislative provisions.
Municipal Functions limited.
This rule of uniformity extended beyond the form of organization.
It applied to the j owers of the cities, and the exercise of the most
minute municipal functions. And in this, the legislators of 1902 went
further than the framers of the constitution seemingly intended. The
latter had indicated that the rule of uniformity was to apply to pri-
vate as well as municipal corporations, both being organized under
general laws. Private corporations, however,, were never subject to the5«
rigid restrictions of law concerning the details of their operation.
They were required to conform to the broad rules of organization, but
the method of their operation was largely left to their discretion.
A further flexibility was made possible in the case of private corpo-
rations by varying the l r gal requirements in accordance with
their varying character. Not so with the cities. These were regulated
to an extent never attempted with private corporations. Hot only the
form and details of organization were prescribed, in disregard of the
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principle that administrative detail is not a legislative matter, but
the functioning of the municipality was minutely detailed. And under
the accepted theory, cities were held to possess only those powers
which had been specifically granted to them by the state. While in
Michigan, Indiana, and Kentucky, judicial decisions had recognized
en inherent -ower of local self-government , Ohio courts had never
agreed with this doctrine. As early as 1849, the supreme court held
that "municipal rower can only be exercised where it is specifically
(2)
granted in the act of incorporation."
Under this theory, the Ohio municipality was not only unable to
adopt a new form of organization which might better satisfy its needs,
but could not exercise any function whatever without specific permis-
sion from the state legislature. Previously to 1902, this restriction
had been easily met and alleviated by the passage of lews affecting
only a single city. After the crisis of 1902, and the change of posi-
tion by the su] reme court, this was no longer possible, and any power
which a city might desire in addition to those granted by the code,
could be obtained only by a general law applicable to seventy-one
other cities.
-Vs was generally foreseen, the code of 1902 proved inadequate and
constant amendment and supplementing was necessary. During the first
session after the code went into effect, forty-five such acts were
passed. Many of these concerned such matters as the licensing of
(1) See Judge Cooley,
(2) Collins v Hatch, 18 0.3.523; See also;-
Eavenna v Penn.Co.,45 0.3.118,(1687)
Bancroft v Wall, 29 B.306.
Gas and Water Co.v Elyri a, 57 O.S.374,Oi
State v Carter, 67 0.3.422,
(3) 97 Ohio Laws (1904).
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pawn-brokers, scavengers, livery stables, and junk shops. At the next
(I)
session, sixteen supplementary measures of this kind were passed
,
(2)
thirty-three in the next session
,
and tv/o in the s] eoial session of
1909.
To illustrate the nature of this legislation, Cleveland wished to
build a public bath-house, but could not do so under the powers enum-
erated in the code. It v/as necessary, therefore, to secure from the
legislature the passage of a law giving the cities of the state the
(3)
power to construct municipal bath-houses.
Akron at temp tec to collect a license from the owners of vehicles
for the improvement of streets, but the supreme court declared the
ordinance void, on the ground that while the code permitted the regu-
lation of traffic, it did not permit the raising of revenue therefrom
An extreme instance of this restriction upon municipal power and
its effect upon the work of the legislature comes from Springfield.
That city wished to rrohibit the blowing of whistles within its lim-
its, but found itself unable to do so in the absence of an express
grant of such power. A law was soon passed, however, permitting the
seventy-two cities of the state to prohibit the blowing of whistles
(4)
within their limits.
Other laws, whose nature seems to indicate that they were passed
in response to demands from certain localities, permitted municipali-
ties to grant the use of streets for inclined, moveable, or rolling
(5) (6)
roads, and authorized the repair of the tow-paths of canals.
(1) 98 Ohio Laws (1906).
(2) 99 Ohio -^aws ( 1908 ).
(3) 100 Ohio laws, 53^910)
(4) 99 Ohio taws, 5.(190 &)
(5) 99 Ohio ^aws 7.
(6) 102 Ohio laws 468,0911)
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The necessity of detailed legislation is well illustrated by the
large number of laws on a single subject, as, for example, street-
sprinkling. The code of 1902 gave to the municipal oouncil the "care,
(1)
8Uperrision, and control of all streets". In 1904, an amending law
gave it "authority to sprinkle with water, sweep, and clean" the
(2)
streets. Two years later, this function was further provided for by
a law granting "municipalities the right to require street railway
oompanies to sprinkle their right of way", while an additional law
(3)
authorized assessments therefor . These earlier law-makers, however,
had not foreseen the advantages of oil over water, and in 1906 it was
thought desirable, in order to take advantage of improved methods,
(4)
to permit municipalities to sprinkle streets and avenues with oil.
(5)
The act was amended slightly in I9C8, and in I9II a definition of the
(6)
word "owner", as used therein, was added.
legislative acts granting municipal licensing powers were equal-
ly voluminous. After a score or more of such measures had been passed
during the first few years of the code, it was found necessary to
pass an additional act in 1910, entitled "— to provide for the licens-
(7)
ing of manicures, masseurs, and chiropodists".
In all of these instances, the general application of the law to
all cities was carefully maintained. Two acts of 19 II offer a rather
noticeable exception to this, and seem to belong in the period before
1902. These laws exempted from certain tax provisions all property in
a "municipal corporation when the limits of such municipal corpora-
(1) Section 28.
(2) 97 Ohio Laws 162, sect. 65.
(3) 98 " " (I906)
(4) 98 " " 50.
(5) 99 " " 587.09O3)
(6) 102 " " 304.
(7) 101 " " 2S2.
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tion are identical and ooextensire with the limits of an entire is-
(I)
land".
A report of the Municipal Association of Clereland oites a list
of functions whose exercise was attempted by Cleveland hut prevented
(8)
by the laok of specific authorization. They include ;-
the regulation of the speed of automobiles;
the control of the use of the subsurface of public highv/ays as a
means of obtaining revenue;
the prevention of the disfigurement of streete by signs and ad-
vertisements;
the regulation of the architectural appearance and character of
buildings fronting upon a public highway;
the manufacture of ice for charitable distribution;
the prevention of the invasion of residence districts by indus-
trial establishments;
the expulsion of chickens and other noise-making animals, as well
as dogs.
It was the necessity of providing for such local patters as these
that had caused much of the "special" legislation prior to 1851, and
of legislation virtually special from 1851 to 1902. The new code and
the strict interpretation of the courts had not changed conditions
vitally. The most apparant difference was that after 1902 these indi-
vidual and local needs were met by general laws which applied equal-
ly to all municipalities of the state without classification or limi-
tation.
^t must not be thought, however, that the new system was in no
way an advance on the old regime of special legislation. The opposite
(1)102 Ohio laws 178 and 191.
( 2 ) Constitutional Home Rule for Ohio Cities, p. 16.L
^
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is true. Die rule of uniformity not only discouraged legislative dis-
crimination against a single oity, suoh as has been shown in the case
of Cleveland or Toledo, but also extended the benefits of any partic-
ular measure to all other municipalities. The effect was to lessen
the work of the legislature and at the same time increase the scope
of power of the average city or village. The decade following 1902,
then, marks a step forward j but it does not furnish the solution of
the proper relation of state and municipality.
A Wrong Theory of Municipal Government.
The criticisms which have made of special legislation may also be
applied to this system of uniform legislation under general laws.
There is still a waste of legislative time and money in the consider-
ation of purely local interests; there is still an opportunity for
log-rolling end hasty, unintelligent legislation; and the interference
cf state and national politics in municipal affairs is not yet elim-
inated. Uor are these criticisms merely theoretical. The testimony of
members of the legislature goes to show that at least one-third of
its time during this period was consumed in the consideration of mui-
(I)
nioipal bills. The state interference in local affairs was best il-
lustrated, perhaps, in the operation of provision of the code which
authorized the governor to ap] oint the board of safety of a munici-
pality when the mayor's nominations were not approved v/ithin thirty
days by two-thirds of the council. This measure did not fail of its
purpose, and within six years, fourteen boards were appointed wholly
or in part, by the governor.
(I)Constitutional Home Rule for Ohio Cities, p. 18.
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The following table will suggest to what extent political in-
fluences may hare been involred in the operation of the provision.
Appointments by Governor to Municipal Boards of Safety, I9C2-I2
Year City Ko .app' ted
.
T~03~
03
' 03
' 03
'03
•03
•03
•03
'03
' 06
•06
'06
P 06
1 06
Hamilton
Fostoria
Middletown
Findlay
Toledo
Painesville
Warren
Lorain
Van Wert
Dayton
Piqua
Ashtabula
Chillicothe
Defiance
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
4
I
I
I
2
I
Party affiliations of ;-
mayor council
T
Republican
Democratic
Democratic
Independent
Republican
Democratic
#
Democratic
Governor.
Republican1
Republican
Democratic
Republican
M
Democratic
Republican
Republican Democratic/.''
Republican( dry )Republican( wet
)
(dr^
f
Republican
#Eo data available.
(I) Appointee was a"dry" Republican.
Attempts at Reform through Municipal legislation.
Hot only was the rule of uniformity proving objectionable from
the standpoint of legislative efficiency, but looked at from the
side of the municipality, it was not conducive to efficiency or pro-
gress. Pioneer work in city government was made impossible. Develop-
ment of municipal functions was hampered by the narrow limitations
upon the power of the cities, while at the same time was prevented
j
the growth of that feeling of responsibility and civic independence
which comes only with freedom of action. 7/hile the fundamental ob-
jections were based not upon the code itself, but upon the theory of
government which it represented, there were several attempts to find
relief in alterations of its provisions.
The first of these important changes was aimed at the close re-
lation which had existed between state and municipal politics.

In the code as originally passed, municipal elections, which were
then annual, were placed in April, in order to keep them distinct
(I)
from those of the state. A law of 1904 repealed this provision and
re-established the Eovember elections for both state and municirali-
(2)
ties. The objection to this arrangement led in 1906 to further
change. IJunicipal elections were made biennial and placed in the odd
(3)
years
.
Another movement looking towards greater efficiency in city gov-
ernment, had been started previous to the framing of the code. In
May, I9C2, the legislature passed the first of a series of uniform
(4)
accounting measures. Under it, the same system of accountancy was ap-
plied to all county and other local offices, while at the same time,
there was established a bureau of inspection and supervision. The
Bational Municipal iieague had previously drawn up a plan of uniform
accounts, and this was now adopted by the bureau. These measures were
further supplemented in I9IC.
The most effective municipal legislation of the period appeared
in 1908, with the j^assage of the "Paine Law", so called from its
(5)
sponsor, Mr .Louis H. Paine of Toledo. Its purpose was two-fold, to
reorganize the government provided by the code of 1902, and to fur-
nish an adequate civil service system. Towards the first end, the
boards of public service and safety were abolished, single directors,
appointed by the mayor, being substituted. To the director of public
service was given the management of all municipal light, heat, and wat-
er plants, and the supervision of streets, alleys, sewers, public build-
(1) Section 222.
(2) 97 Ohio ^aws 37.
(3) 98 " " 171, sect. 222.
(4) 95 " " 511.
(5)99 " " 562-8.
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ings of all kinds, cemeteries, parks, and markets. Under the director of
public safety were placed the departments of fire, police, charities
and corrections, and buildings. The mayor and the two directors were
constituted a board of control, with the mayor as j resident. All con-
tracts from any department involving over $500,000 were made subject
to the approval of this board, while contracts of less amount were
to be made at the responsibility of the director in whose department
they belonged. The budget was to be drawn up by the board of control
and be submitte by the mayor.
It will be noticed that the Paine law embodied all the essentials
of the federal plan of government, which had proved so successful in
Cleveland under a Democratic mayor, and which had been rejected by
the legislature in the special session of 1902. The debates of that
session indicate that the federal plan of city government was close
ly associated in the minds of the Republican legislators with Demo-
cratic rule, and for this reason an unprejudiced consideration of its
merits was made impossible. But the law of 1908 was passed by a leg-
islature of which both houses were Republican, and under a Republican
(I)
governor. This change of attitude is possibly best explained by
the urgent need felt by all cities for a simplification of the code
provisions, and by the fact that six years of uniform government
throughout the state had removed the main grounds for the Republican
opposition to the federal plan.
In respect to its civil service provisions, the Paine law was a
distinct advance on any previous legislation of the state. Prior to
1902, the merit system had had no place in the municipal government
of Ohio cities. Under the code of that year, nominal and very limited
provisions for such a system had been made, but v/ith no adequate
rilLliutenanf -governor* "Safris TsepuBITf61iowed~S6v7Pa££is5n~fSemTI
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(I)
machinery to make it effective. The law of 1908 divided all munici-
pal offices into the classified and unclassified service, the latter
including departmental heads, positions requiring peculiar skill or
confidential relations, md others which could not properly be thrown
open to competition. For all apointments to the classified servioe,
examinations were made obligatory, these to be administered by three
civil service commissioners appointed for three year3 by a commission
composed of the ^resident of the council, board of education, and
sinking fund, and all appointees being chosen from the three highest
on the list of eligibles.
Thsse changes in the code introduced greater simplicity and cen-
tralized responsibility. -Especially is this noticeable in the in-
creased importance of the mayor. For six years he had been little
more than a figure-head, with small appointive powers and no effect-
ive control of the executive departments. Under the Paine lav/, the
mayor appointed not only the two important directors of safety and
service, but also their sub-departmenfalheads ; and as president of the
board of control, he exercised a unifying control over all the admin-
istrative functions of the city.
The greatest criticism of the law lies in the fact that it failed
to carry its reform far enough. No change was made in the existing
provisions for partisan nominations and elections; and the number of
elective officers remained too great in spite of the abolition of the
two boards. The councils in the larger cities were still too large
for efficient operation, Cincinnati and Cleveland having in the neigh
borhood of thirty councillors; while their election at the same time
wa3 not calculated to produce continuity in service. The criticism
may also be made that the merit system provisions were not extended
(I) See supra, o. 48.
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(I)
far enough. On the whole, however, the new law furni3hed an organi-
zation more nearly suited to the needs of all the oities of the state,
while making possible greater efficiency and economy in their opera-
tion.
Preparations for Constitutional Change.
Throughout this decade, a movement for a new constitution was
growing. Back in 1898, the legislature had passed a bill for the sub-
(2)
mission of the question of a constitutional convention, but a vote
was never taken as the Supreme Court found the measure defective in
,
(3) (4)
construction. In 1909 a similar bill was passed , and the elector
(5)
ate ratified the proposal in November, 1910. Before the vote was
taken, the Municipal Association of Cleveland issued a bulletin in
which were stated the three greatest needs for a constitutional con-
(6)
vention. These were;-
(a) Tax Reform. The constitution of 1851 required a uniform tax
on all property at a true valuation, but gross inequalities had crept
in. By the tax duplicate of 1907, real estate paid over 67.7 percent,
a condition which the commission of 1908 reported as so "manifestly
wrong and inimical to good government that its longer continuance is
a grave injury to the state'.'
(b) Municipal Home Rule. The demand for 'this had been enhanced by
the desire of some cities to establish commission form of government.
( c )Administrative Reform. A strong public opinion demanded the
abolition of the justice of the peace courts, and further centraliza-
( 1) J.I..3chindel, "The Paine Law in Ohio" , Conf. Good City Gov' t . 1909, 249
(2) 92 Ohio ^aws 737.
(3) 56 0.S.72I
(4) 100 Ohio -awa 18.
(5) Total vote, 932, 262 ;for convention, 693, 263 ; against, 67, 718 . Pattersoi
Constitution, p. 299
.
(6)vol.I4,no.3.
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tion of administration, changes whioh could not fre accomplished under
the old constitution.
While the large vote on the question of the convention seems to
indicate a greater popular interest than on eny previous vote of a
similar nature, such an inference is not justified by the mere figure;
because of the changed conditions under which the vote was taken .
By an amendment to the act of submission .passed April 26,1910, it
was provided that if any political party should take favorable or un-
favorable action regarding the question, in its state convention, the
ballot would be so arranged that a straight party vote would sustain
the action of the xarty. Both the Democratic and Republican parties
endorsed the proposal, so that, as a result, all party votes were
oounted^in its favor.
Justice Donahue of the Supreme Court said in a later case, "The
conferring of home rule upon municipalities was not the only purpose
of the constitutional convention. Many other matters of equal impor-
tance induced the call for a constitutional convention, and principal
among these other matters was the desire on the part of the people
of the state to abolish political conventions and to establish in
their stead uniform methods for the nomination of elective state. dis-
(I)
trict, county, and municipal officers."
Immediately following the ratification
-of the proposal, the
Cleveland Minicipal League, then become the Civic ^eague, appointed a
committee to investigate municipal conditions and prepare material
bearing upon the subject. The result. of its work was published as a
thirty- four page pamphlet ^ which briefly reviewed the history of muni G
ipal legislation and the attitude of the courts, diagnosed the pre-
( I )Fitzgerald v Cleveland, 105 Korth East Report er, 527
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sent ills, and proposed Home Rule as a remedy. This pamphlet was wide
ly oiroulated and did much to crystalize public sentiment and lead
to a general understanding of the principle involved.
In the meantime
,
the Home Rule forces throughout the state were
preparing for the convention. Early in I9I2,a conference was called
to oonsist of representatives from all of the cities of the state,
for the purpose of preparing recommendations for the convention, and
(I)
discussing the advisability of organizing a state municipal league.
On January, 24th, the conference convened in Columbus, with 153 dele-
(2)
gates from 53 cities. The sentiment of these men was expressed in
the unanimous resolution "that this conference expresses its firm be-
lief that the only effective and permanent relief for our cities from
the evils of legislative interference is to be found in the adoption
of the principle of home rule. Resolved that we respectfully and
earnestly request the constitutional convention to incorporate into
the new constitution provisions whereby the authority to frame their
own charters and to exercise the fullest power of local self-govern-
(3)
ment will be granted to the cities."
To put this in the shape of a definite recommendation, a commit-
tee of twenty was appointed. Two draft plans were submitted by it to
the conference, one by Professor A.R.Hatton, representing the majori-
ty, and one by Mr .A. J.Freiberg and the other Cincinnati delegates,
the difference being largely one of wording. The former was accepted
by all but the Cincinnati delegation, and a committee of fifteen ap-
pointed to present the proposal of the conference to the convention.
At the same conference, the organization was completed of the
(1) Cleveland Municiial Bulletin, Leo ., 19 13
.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Complete Text in national Municipal Review, April, 19 12
.
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"Ohio Municipal League". This body immediately took up the campaign
for ;ioine Rule. It was appropriate that the head of the now League
should be Newton D.Baker of Cleveland, the mayor of the city which
had suffered most accutely under the politioal interference, the
ill-considered legislation, and the cramped municij al powers of the
old regime.

Chapter V.
Home Rule and the Constitutional Convention of 1912 .
The Fourth Ohio Constitutional Convention assemhled in Columbus
on the ninth of January, 1912 . Seventy of the one hundred and nineteen
(I)
delegates came from the cities of the state, while the five largest
municipalities, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo, Columbus, and l»ayton, con-
tributed all together twenty-five members. This high proportion of
municipal representatives in the convention is significant of the
change which had taken place in the predominant interests of the
state. In the convention of 1850, the five largest cities were repre-
sented by only thirteen of the one hundred and eight delegates, and
the small proportion of these coming from all municipalities indicated
(2)
the agrarian complexion of the state. Thirty percent of the members
of this earlier convention were farmers, while over fifty percent of
(3)
the males of the state were recorded in the same class. The rapid
growth of cities was just beginning. Cincinnati had doubled its popu-
lation in the preceding decade, and then numbered 115,000 population,
but Cleveland and Columbus v/ere towns of I7,000;and Toledo, destined to
be the fourth city of the state in 1912, was still below the 4,000
mark. In view of this predominance of agricultural interests, it is
not surprising to find the convention of I8'50 attacking the municipal
problem from the outside rather than from within, considering the
city largely in the relation of its demands upon legislative time and
expense rather than from the standpoint of its problems of internal
government, while at the same time giving evidence of a strong senti-
(4)
ment against corporations of any kind.
( 1 ) i.e .municipalities over 5,000 population.
(2) 0rganic Lav/ of Ohio, published by Board of Library Comm 1 rs
.
(3) Seventh U.S. Census. (4) See supra p. 3.
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When the convention of 1912 oame together, the population of the
state had undergone a radical change in oharaoter. Oyer two and one-
half millions of its people were living in municipalities over 2,500
population, or approximately sixty percent of its total population.
Only twenty-one percent were engaged in farming. Cleveland had passed
the half-million mark; Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, and Toledo, each con-
tained over 100,000. Launioipal government was therefore more than an
item on the docket of the convention; it was a problem in which the
delegates were vitally interested, and that not merely because of its
relation to other branches of state activity, but because of the im-
portance of its internal problems in the life of the state.
Proposals before the Convention.
Six Home Rule measures were introduced and referred to the com-
nittee on municipal government. These varied widely in the extent of
self-governing power granted to the municipalities and the degree of
control retained by the state.
Mr.Ulmer of Toledo (Lucas) offered a bill providing that "Every
municipality shall have the fullest measure of home rule and may
(I)
adopt any form of government they may select".
In the proposal of Lir. Evans of Portsmouth (Sciote), a similar
grant of charter -framing power was qualified by the specification
that "in each city there shall be a legislative body, elected by the
(2)
people, which shall control the finances".
Mr. King of Sandusky (Erie) limited his proposed grant of home rule
power to the choice by each municipality of "its own system of admin-
istrative government by a vote of a majority of the electors',' togeth-
er with the power to exercise a local veto on any lav/ passed by the
(I)froposal Ho. 9. (E)Proposal no. 84.
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(I)
legislature subjeot to the vote of a subdivision of the state.
A fourth proposal concerned the local framing of charters hut co
(2)
tained no further grant of governmental power.
The two remaining measures presented the most carefully planned
and comprehensive provisions for liome Rule. Both had had their
source in the January convention of Ohio municipalities .One repre-
sented the majority sentiment and especially that of the Cleveland
delegation, while the other expressed the dissent of the Cincinnati
(3)
delegation. The feature which distinguished these measures from
the others introduced was the grant to municipalities of "all pov/ers
of local self-government"
.
The limitations upon municipal power varied widely in the differ-
ent proposals. In two, the charter was made subject to state laws
;
a third made an exception to this in the case of municipal affairs;
another stipulated the superiority of "general laws affecting the
welfare of the whole state". In two, it was provided that no conflict
between municipal and state la?/ should be recognized unless the "Gen-
eral Assembly, by general law, shall have specifically denied munici-
palities the right to act thereon." Another measure made charters
subject to approval by the legislature, while still another, not di-
rectly concerned with Home F.ule, vested in the legislature the power
to amend or repeal all rights conferred upon corporations.
The committee on municipal government held over two dozen meet-
ings, in which were eliminated from consideration all but the two
proposals of the Municipal ^eague. Its final action supported in all
essentials the bill introduced by Mr .Fitzsimons of Cleveland , repre-
senting the majority of the cities of the league.
(1)Proposal no. 128.
(2) " " 138.
(3) " s nos.272 and 279, respectively.
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The features of this measure, commonly referred to as proposal
(1)
no. 272, were as follows ;-
(a) the separation of cities and villages at the 5 t CCO population
line |
(b) a provision for general laws for the incorporation and govern-
ment of municipalities, and for special laws, sub ject, however,
to a local referendum;
(o)a broad grant to municipalities of the power to frame a chart-
er and "exercise thereunder all powers of local self-govern-
ment", such charter to be subject to the laws of the state ex-
cept in municipal affairs, and all police, sanitary and other
regulations to be subject to general lawsj
( d )provisions for the ownership and operation of public utilities
(e) state control in the matter of finances.
As reported from committee to the convention, the proposal con-
tained an additional section permitting excess condemnation of land.
(2)
Professor Znight, in reporting the measure, said, "The proposal
undertakes to accomplish three things not now possible under the pre-
sent constitution;
(I)A comparison of the two proposals reveals differences on some im-
portant points. For example, in #272, charters were subject to gener-
al laws except on municipal affairs, while in 7/279 only "general lav/s
affecting the general welfare of the whole -state" were paramount.
Public utility provisions were more comprehensive in the former meas-
ure, including provisions for the sale of such service, and the issue
of bonds in excess of the debt limit, with the property and revenue
of the utility as security. Another provision of ,,272 not found in
#279, was that for financial reports from cities and the examination
of their accounts. It would hardly be correct to say, then, that "the
only difference was as to the wording of the provisions"' (§ee llation
al Municipal Keview, April, 1912, p .284 . )
(2)Debates, II, p. 1433
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"First, to make it possible for different cities in the 3tate of
Ohio to have if they so desire, different forms and types of municipal
organization,-- to frame charters for themselves, to provide each for
itself suoh type or form of organisation for municipal business as
it desires;
"Second, to get away from what is now the fixed rule of law,-- tha
municipal corporations--shall be held strictly within the limit of
the powers granted by the legislature to the corporation,-- and to
provide that municipalities shall have the power to do those things
which are not prohibited.
"Third, to make broader the power of municipalities to control
the water supply, the lighting and heating supply, and the other
things without specification which come within the purview of munici-
pal public utilities.
"These three things taken together certainly constitute what may
be termed, and rightly termed, municipal home rule."
It is doubtful if any measure roused more bitter antagonism and
heated debate than the question of Home F.ule. The influence of the
liquor lobby was felt to be strong in the convention, and its work
was feared in this, as in most of the other measures under considera-
tion. Another source of opposition was the public utility interests,
who saw their power threatened by the municipal ownership provisions.
Added to this hostility to the general principle involved, 7/as a dis-
agreement among the supporters off Home Rule as to the exact form it
should take, and the probable effect of the proposed measure.
It is not the purpose of this chapter to follow out in detail
the entire history of proposal no. 272 in its passage through the con-
vent ion. The consideration of fundamental importance is the final form
in which it appears in the constitution, not the temporary forme it
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assumed on the floor of the convention. Nevertheless, it will be of
profit to notice the action taken upon those sections of the measure
which have to do particularly with the grant of ;iome Rule power, and
upon which the constitutionality of later municipal action will large-
ly depend.
(I)
As rei orted from the committee, it contained these sections;
"3. i^inicipalities shall have power to enact and enforce within
their limits such local police, sanitary, and other regulations, as
are not in conflict with general laws, affecting the welfare of
the state as a whole, and no such regulation shall by reason of
requirements therein, in addition to those fixed by law, be deem-
ed in conflict therewith unless the general assembly, by general
law .affecting the welfare of the state as a whole, shall specifi-
cally deny all municipalities the right to act thereon.
7.Any city or village may frame, adopt, or amend a charter for its
government, and may exercise thereunder all powers of local self-
government; but all such charters and powers shall be subject to
general laws affecting the welfare of the state as a whole."
ihe adoption of these sections would reverse the previous position
of the city. Instead of possessing only those powers specifically del-
egated by the legislature or constitution, it would have all those
powers not specifically denied to it. The presumption, formerly a-
gainst the city, would be in its favor
.
^
g
Section 3 was copied in sub-
stance from the California constitution, with the ambiguous term, "ex-
cept in municipal affairs", omitted, and with the addition of a de-
finition of what constitutes a conflict, practically as interpreted
(I) Journal, p. 482.
(E)Article XI, sect. 11.
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by the California courts.
The phrase, rt affooting the welfare of the state" was ambiguous,
and it was feared by the "drys" that restriotire liquor laws might
not come within its meaning. Another proposal before the convention
(I)
and later passed, permitted the grant of liquor licenses, subject,
however, to the operation of local option laws. If the latter should
be considered by the courts as not laws affecting the welfare of the
state, the city could under section 3 as reported, permit the sale of
liquor although the county in which it lay had prohibited the same.
(2
A basis for this fear was found in a decision of a California court.
To remove this danger, it was proposed to add a specific prohibi-
tion of the use of police power by a city with reference to the sale
(3)
of liquor. This was defeated, as the friends of the measure felt
that its success might be jeopardized bj^provision openly relating
to the wet and dry fight. The objectionable phrase, "affecting the wel
fare of the state", was then stricken out in both section 3 and 7, to*
(4)
gether with the remainder of section 3. In its place was proposed
an amendment making such police, sanitary and other regulations sub-
ject to general laws "except in municipal affairs". This was also
defeated
.
It will be noticed that thus far the general grant of powers to
municipalities, aside from those to be exercised under new charters,
was confined to the limited exercise of certain specified regulations
This provision was now amended under a motion by Professor Knight, to
give municipalities "authority to exercise all powers of local self-
government". This amendment, he said, "puts both kinds of municipali-
ties (those adopting charters and those not doing so) upon the same
(I)Proposal no. 151, later Art.iLV of schedule.
(2 155 Cal.504. .
4l(3)Debates II;p.I462 ff. (4)lbid p. 1474.
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footing, so that those who shall operate under general laws shall
have authority to exercise all powers of looal self-government, and
enaot and enforce within their limits suoh looal police, sanitary,
and other regulations as are not in conflict with general laws. The
(I)
same provision is in section 7." Seotion 7 was then reworded , and
the two provisions granting Home Rule power assumed the form in
which they were finally adopted. They then read;
3 .Municipalities shall have authority to exercise all powers of
local self-government and to adopt and enforce within their lim-
its such local police, sanitary and other regulations as are not
in conflict with general laws.
7.Any municipality may frame and adopt or amend a charter for its
government, and may, subject to the provisions of seotion 3 of
this article, exercise thereunder all powers of local self-gov-
ernment .
The term, "provisions of section 3y referred to in section 7, has
reference apparently to the limitation contained in the phrase, "as
are not in conflict with general laws". The question has arisen as to
whether these words limit the entire section or merely the second
part. In the former case, municipalities could exercise only those
powers of local self-government which did n.ot conflict with general
state laws; in the latter case, merely their police, sanitary and oth-
er regulations would be subject to this restriction.
A careful examination of the debates on this subject indicates
that in the minds of the leaders of the discussion, this limiting
phrase applied to the entire section. Professor ^iiight, whose amend-
ment gave the final form to section 3, stated that he wished to place
(i)Debates II ;j. 1485.
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oities operating under it "upon the 3ame footing" with those who fram-
ed charters under section 7, but at the time when he spoke ana when
his amendment was adopted, section 7 specifically provided that the
"charters and powers", meaning all powers of local self-government,
"shall be subject to general laws" .These two sections, said Professor
anight, "do not vary at all in sense or substance".
Kore conclusive evidence, however, is furnished by the direct actioi
of the convention itself. The ambiguity in the meaning of section 3
was caused by the absence of a comma between the two parts of the
sentence. For that reason, it is interesting to note that Mr.Fitzsim-
ons moved to insert a comma after "self-government", asserting that
this change would not enlarge or curtail the powers then granted by
the section. By ordinary rules of construction, nevertheless, such
a change would clearly limit the modification of the last clause to
the words found after the comma. This was at once seen, and vigorous
opposition arose. Mr. Winn of Defiance, who had proposed the final word-
ing of section 7, objected that the placing of a comma at this point
would take away all restrictions upon the local self-government pow-
(2)
ers of the municipality. He added, "It is proposed to insert a com-
ma after self-government so that the municipality shall have author-
ity to exercise all powers of local self-government without any re-
straint by the general laws of the state. Do you get that?" "That is
what they ought to have", retorted ^r.Doty. With the issue thus
clearly drawn, the motion to insert a comma was defeated by a vote of
(3)
67 to 42.
It is not the purpose here to overrate the significance of this
action. Certainly it does not establish beyond a doubt that the sixty
six members £f_the_C£nvent ion who_ voted wi th_Kr . Winn^ shared_his__con-
( Dlbid, II;I86I. ( 3 ) Ibid, II ; 1861. (2) "That amendment (final word-
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yiction that as the proposition then stood, all powers of looal self-
government were subject to general laws, nevertheless the faot that
so large a majority refused to support an amendment which would have
clearly established the negative, creates a supposition to that ef-
f9ot. In preventing the insertion of a comma, the convention either
wished to maintain the limitations of state laws upon local govern-
ment, or to leave the section in such a form as to make its exact
meaning doubtful. The record of the debates offers no serious grounds
for the latter assumption.
On the twenty-eighth of May, proposal no. 272, as amended, passed the
convention by a vote of 99 to 14. Three days later, after minor
(I)
changes, it received a final vote of 95 to 8.
Further Provisions for Home Rule.
As has been indicated, the opposition to nome Rule measures in
the convention came largely from the anti-saloon and the public util-
tba
ity interests. The former had effected a change inAproposal passed,
in the interests of state control of the liquor traffic. The latter,
seeing their power jeopardized by the municipal ownership provisions,
sought to surrender under as favorable conditions as possible.
In its original form,proposal no. 272 provided that;-
ing of section 7) was offered and agreed to and written into the pro-
posal because in section 3 there was no comma after the word self-
government. You see the importance of all this, so if we nov? insert
a comma after the word ',' self-government" , and thereby limit the right
of municipalities by general laws to only such things as relate to
local police, sanitary, and other regulations, then we have in sec-
tion 7 the same unrestricted right on the part of municipalities to
adopt a charter, that was not intended. Such was not understood to b€
the sense of the convention when the amendment to section 7 was of-
fered and adopted."
(I)Ibid,II;I960.
I
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"Any municipality may acquire, construe t, own, or operate 7/ithin or
without its corporate limits, any public utility the product or ser-
(I)
rioe of which is (or is to be ) supplied to the municipality or it8
inhabitants-- by condemnation or otherwise.
"Any municipality may also sell and deliver such product or ser-
vice to others in an amount not exceeding fifty rercentum of the
(I)
total product (supplied within the municipality )$
" may issue mortgage bonds therefor, not to be included within the
limit of bonded indebtedness prescribed by law;but bonds so issued
shall not impose any liability upon such municipality but shall be
secured upon the property and revenues of such public utility" includ-
ing a franchise for not more than twenty years from date of sale.
The first clause quoted extended the right of municipal ownership
to street railways and telephones, as to which there was some doubt
(E)
under the existing constitution. Several attempts to modify it were
made in the interests of the privately owned utilities. She first of
these was an amendment proposed by Judge King of Sandusky, to the
effect that "any such public utility shall be subject to any regu-
lations provider! by law for a public utility of the same class owned
(3)
or operated by any person, firm, or corporation." A second amendment
proposed to set a minimum rate for such utility service at the cost
(4)
of production. Still another attempt to change this section grew
out of the protest of the "interests" that this power would enable
the city to enter into competition with a privately owned utility
fffy^.f 9 depreciate its value, condemn it, and take it over at a reduc-
(1) as added in committee.
(2) Lebates II; 1444.
(3) Ibid, 1482. Defeated by a vote of 85 to 18.
(4 )Mr.IIoskins Ibid,I49I. :This motion was tabled .
»
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ed valuation. To prevent th1 s, Ivlr .Iamp3on of Ashtabula, proposed that
'any municipality determining to construct any public utility shall
provide against the waste of competition
,
by first acquiring by con-
demnation or otherv/ise, the property of any existing utility used and
useful for the convenience of the public in furnishing a like service
(I)
in such municipality". Here again was seen "the fine Italian hand of
the public service corporation", and the motion was tabled.
Without further attempt at important modification, these provis-
(2)
ions were adopted with the rest of the article.
There must be mentioned two important additions to this proposal
(3)
which were made by the committee on .municipal government. The first
permitted any municipality acquiring property for public use, to ap-
propriate an excess amount and pay for the same by an issue of munici
pal bonds, such bonds, however, to be a lien only upon the property
acquired, and not to be included in the state limitation upon the
bonded indebtedness of the city. This is the first comprehensive pro-
vision for excess condemnation in a constitution of one of the United
(4)
States
.
( DDebates, II;I862.
(2) Section I2,i.e, the provision for mortgage bond issues for the pay
ment for utilities, is almost an exact copp- of article 8, section 24, of
the Michigan constitution ciatopted in J903. Municipal ownership of
public utilities is more restricted under the Michigan constitution
than under that of Ohio, being specifically limited to water, light,
heat,power , and transportation, on a three-fifths vote of the electo-
rate, including women, ( section 23,25), and with the further limitation
that municipalities under 25,000 are denied the right to own or oper-
ate transportation facilities. 'The sale of public utility service
outside the municipality is limited to an amount not exceeding 25$ of
that furnished within its limits. Further provisions forbid the grant
of irrevocable franchises without a three-fifths vote (including wom-
en tax-payers ) , and reserve to municipalities the reasonable control
of the streets and public places (section 28).
(3) See report of the committee, Debates. II- 13 13
.
(4) See Massachusetts Cons ti tut ion, Art .XXXIX; and Concurrent Resolu-
tion I,I35th Session, Sew York legislature, ( 1912 )
.
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Hie second r edit ion was the authorisation of assessments upon
abutting property for the purchase of private property for public
improvements, with the limitation that suoh assessments should not
exoeed the benefits conferred. Up to 1902, it had been the practice
in Ohio to assess benefited property to pay the cost of orening
streets, but in that year the supreme court overthrew a long line of
decisions, and held that,
"The limitation of section 19 of article I of the constitution
on section 6 of article 13 as to assessment, goes to the full extent
of prohibiting the raising of money directly or indirectly by assess-
ment tc pay compensation damages or costs for lands appropriated by
(I)
the public for public use."
Further amendment of this clause extended the scope of the pos-
sible assessments to "benefited" rather than "abutting" property, and
limited the amount thereof to fifty percent of the cost of approprist
ing the land.
One other restriction upon municipal power remains to be noted,
namely the reservation to the state of power to limit municipal taxes
and debts, reouire uniform financial reports, end to examine all ac-
(2)
counts
.
On May thirty -first , the dome Kule measure received the final
vote of the convention. On the twenty-sixth of August, the Fourth Ohio
Constitutional Convention adjourned sine die.
(UDayton et al.v Bauman,66 O.S. 397.
fSjOriginally found in two sections, but later combined as section
13.

The Ratification of Home Pule by the Electorate.
In the meantime, the public utility interests had begun a state-
?iiie campaign to defeat Lome Rule at the polls. Thousands of farmers
v»ere supplied v/ith literature of a misrepresenting nature, calculated
to create an impression that Home Rule would lead to municipal owner-
ship of x ublic utilities, their consequent removal from the tax list,
and an increased burden for the farmer to bear. Arguments of a differ-
ent nature were used v/ith other classes of voters. TruclC gardeners and
dairymen were threatened with municipal competition in their respect-
ive fields, and conservatives were warned of the danger in this over-
(I)
throw of the accepted theory of municipal government
.
But the movement had gathered too great a momentum to be stopped
on
by such opposition, and/the third of September, the electorate accept-
(2)
ed the amendment by a vote of 301,861 to 215,120 . It thereby became
article 16, heading "Municipal Corporations" , of the state constitution.
The following table will serve to indicate more clearly the exact
scope of the powers granted to municipalities, as well as of the limi-
tations thereon.
Article 18.
Powers grante d municipalitie s. Limitat ions upon municipal power.
2. Kay adopt "additional laws"p as
-
ed by the state legislature.
S.May "exercise all powers of lo-
cal self-government and
adopt and enforce within. their lim- "as are not in conflict v/ith gen-
its such local police, sanitary and eral laws",
other regulations--"
.
Ijkr.iaayo Messier reports that at least ten sets of literature were
3ent out by these interests, national Municipal Review, Oct .1913, p .714
.
(2 Constitution of the State of Ohio,.issued by Ch. H.Graves, I9I3,p.63.
!3) Complete text of Article 18 in appendix A.
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4.May acquire and operate public
utilities
5.
6.&ay sell public utility ser-
1 Tioe in amount not over 50^ of
that used by itself.
7 .Kay "frame and adopt or amend
a charter for its government,
and may
exercise thereunder all powers
of local self-government.
8, 9. Charters may be framed and
amended •
IC.May appropriate an excess a-
mount of land, paying therefor
by bonds, which shall not be a
liability of the municipality.
II.May assess benefited property
to pay for private property tak-
en for public improvement.
B.May issue mortgage bonds be-
yonff the debt limit, for the ac-
quisition of utilities.
13.
14.
but must act by ordinance. which is
subject to a referendum vote within
30 days, on petition of IO^voters.
subject to the provisions of sectior
3 of this article
Assessments not to exceed b0% of
cost of appropriation, nor to exceec
the special benefits conferred.
Such bends to be secured only upon
the utility, including a franchise
for not more than 20 years from
sale
.
State may limit municipal taxing
and borrowing powers, require finan-
cial reports, and examine all ac-
counts .
All elections and submissions of
questions to be conducted by author-
iiies prescribed by lav;.
under specified regulations.
Bonds to be a lien only upon prop-
erty acquired.
A Comparative Study of the Vote on Home Eule.
Artiole 18 was not the only fruit of the convention's labors. At
the September elections were submitted forty-two proposed amendments.
Of these, thirty-four were ratified by the people. An examination of
the votes cast on each of these measures will be of value in indicat-
ing the relative prominence of Home Eule at this election; while a
somewhat detailed study of the vote on article 18 will furnish fairly
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(I)
accurate evidence of the location of the Soma Pule sentiment.
With regard to the first point.it is significant that, while arti-
cle 18 was voted u< on by 516,981 persons, twenty-four of the forty-
one other measures called forth a larger vote, ranging as high as
586,295 in the case of the defeated woman suffrage amendment. Among
the twenty-four, were such measures as those for the initiative and
referendum, changes in civil and criminal procedure, voting machines,
primaries, regulation of insurance, and of outdoor advertising, investi-
gations "by the legislature, and limitations upon the veto power of
the governor. Eighteen proposals v/ere ratified by larger majorities
than that received by the Home Kule amendment, and of these thirteen
belonged in the above class. In this latter category are found such
controversial matters as workmen's compensation, the recall ; others
of a technical nature, such as one permitting the passage of laws to
regulate the use of expert witnesses and testimony in criminal trials
and another giving each house of the legislature certain powers of
internal regulation. The fact that each of these measures called out
a larger vote than article 16 seems to indicate that Home Bule came
before the people as one of the less important issues at the Septem-
ber polls.
A partial explanation for these figures lies in the fact that
this amendment was the fortieth in order on the ballot. While this
position undoubtedly operated to restrict its vote somewhat, it will
not explain why the thirty-eighth proposal, for the regulation of out-
door advertising, polled a larger vote; or the thirty-fourth, estab-
lishing the doubly liability of bank stock-holders. It may be noted
that the twenty- fifth amendment on the ballot polled the largest vot*
with the thirteen th k second.
(I)A11 figures from Graves 1 Constitution of Ohio, Columbus, 19 13.
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looking at the statistics of the vote on this partioular measure,
it is apparant that its support oame from the largest cities of the
state. Cuyahoga c aunty, alone, ( Cleveland ), gave Home Rule an affirmetiv
majority vote of 40,105 out of a total majority for the entire state
of 86, 741. On the other hand, of eleven counties which polled less
than 2,000 votes each on this measure, eight voted against it.or^in th<
aggregate ^54. 5$ of the voters. Of thirty counties polling less than
3,000 votes, seventeen voted in the negative. In fact, if the vote in
the counties containing the six largest cities had been eliminated,
Home Rule would have heen lost by a majority of over 2,000.
The important role of these municipalities in the adoption of the
amendment, is indicated by the high percentage of affirmative votes
in their respective counties.
Cuyahoga Co. (Cleveland) 83.6$ of vote, affirmative.
Hamilton (Cincinnati) 70 .2$
Franklin (Columbus) 64.3%
Lucas (Toledo) 83. 3g
Montgomery (Dayton) 60. &f>
Average for the five, count ies-72 .4$
Average for entire state 58.3^
Although the strength of Eome Hulfl lay in the cities, here also
it seems to have attracted only a secondary interest. In Cuyahoga
county, where we might have expected the largest vote, twelve other
proposals were voted upon by a larger number, and nineteen received
a greater affirmative vote. In Hamilton county , fifteen measures
surpassed it in the sixe of their vote, twelve polling a larger affir-
mative vote.
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Supplementary Legislation of 1913 .
Section 2 of article 18 of the constitution made obligatory the
psssage of general laws for the incor; oration and government of cities
and villages, and further provided that "additional laws may also "be
passed for the government of municipalities adopting the same". In
accordance with the latter clause, the general assembly passed a munic
(I)
ipal government act in April, 19 13. The provisions of the lav; fall
into two groups; first, the outlines of three optional forms of govern-
ment, the commission plan, city-manager plan, and the federal plan,
either of which may he adopted by a municipality at an election peti-
tioned for by ten percent of the voters, or called by the legislative
authority; and second, a score or more general provisions applicable
to all three plans.
(a) Commission Government.
The first of the three plans of government provides a commission
of three (or five in cities above 10, COO ) elected at large for four
years, vested with all municipal powers, including the appointment and
removal of officers and the creation or discontinuance of departments,
and made responsible for every every branch of the municipal govern-
ment.
(b) City .Manager Plan.
Under this plan of organization, there is to be a council of five
(seven in cities over 10, 000, nine in those over 25,000), elected as in
(a), and vested with power to "pass ordinances, adopt regulations, ap-
point a chief administrative officer to be known as the city manager,
(1)103 Ohio Laws 767-786, passed April 28,1913.
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approve all appointments made by him, except as otherwise provided
in the aot, fix all salaries, aproint a oivil servioe commission and
all hoards or commissioners created by ordinance."
The duties of the city manager are outlined as follows ;- n to see
that the laws and ordinances are faithfully executed; to attend all
meetings of the council at which his attendance may be required by
that body; to recommend for adoption to the council such measures as
he may deem necessary or expedient; to appoint all officers and em-
ployees in the classified service of the municipality subject to the
provisions of this act and the civil service lav/; to prepare and sub-
mit to the council such reports as may be required by that body, or
as he may deem advisable to submit; to keep the council fully advised
of the financial condition of the municipality and its future needs;
to prepare and submit to the council a tentative budget for the next
fiscal year; and to perform such other duties as the council may de-
termine by ordinance or resolution."
(c) The Federal Ilan.
Under the last of the optional plans, there is provided; a council
of from five to fifteen members, elected at large in all municipali-
ties below IQ,QOC population, and in those above, either at large or
by wards, as the electorate may decide, with the specification that
councils elected at large shall have a maximum size of nine, with a
term of four years, while other councillors serve for two; a mayor
elected for four years, with the veto and imi ortant appointive powers,
and the following duties; "to see that the laws and ordinances are
enforced; to recommend to the council for adoption such measures
as he may deem necessary or expedient ; to keep the council fully advis-
ed of the financial condition and future needs of the municipality;
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to prepare and submit to the council such reports as may be required
by that body; to aj point , whenever he deem3 it neoeasary, competent
disinterested persons not exceeding three in number, to examine with-
out notice the affairs of any department, officer, or employee, and the
result of such examination shall be reported to his office, and also
transmitted to him by (by him to) the council without delay; to per-
form such other duties as the council may determine by ordinance or
resolution, not in conflict with the provisions of tLis article."
Other officers under the federal plan include a director of pub-
lio service in charge of all municipal utilities, public ways, and
buildings, and who takes the place of various trustees and commission
hitherto provided for under the code; a director of public safety
over the police, fire, health, charities and corrections, and building
inspection, made appointive and removable, as also the director of
public service, by the mayor; a board of control composed of the may-
or
,
auditor, end the two directors; a treasurer, and a solicitor.
A notable departure from previous practice is the provision that
the mayor and heads of departments shall have seats in the council
with pov.er to take part in its deliberations, and , in the case of the
mayor, to introduce ordinances.
General Provisions.
The latter part of the law is applicable to municipalities which
adopt any of the three forms outlined above. It contains provisions
for the routine matters of government, minor offices, council investi
gations, a civil service commission chiosem by the executive, the
possible abandonment of the plan adopted after five years experience,
the application of state initiative and referendum laws with the ad-
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dition of a recall provision at the option of the voters. Under the
last measure, all elective officers are made subject to recall at an
election called by fifteen percent of the number of voters at the
last general election. A commendable feature of this is the separa-
tion on the ballot of the two questions involved in such an election,
namely the recall of the officer, and the election of his successor,
a provision of the California recall which is xreferable to that
used in Oregon.

Chapter VI.
Home Rule Before The Supreme Court.
On the fifteenth of November, 19 IE, the Home Rule amendment of the
oonsti tution went into effect, and immediately the cities of the state
began to take advantage of their enlarged powers. Cleveland led the
way. In December, 19 12, Mayor Baker appointed a committee of seven to
nominate candidates for a charter commission. These nominees were
elected in February > ^nd in toy the draft of a new charter was report-
ed by the commission. But before this, Toledo had taken action to test
the extent of its powers under the grant of "all powers of local self-
government',1 in section 3 of the amendment.
Toledo Attempts to Exercise "all powers".
Acting under its old charter, the Toledo council passed an ordi-
nance appropriating $1,000 for a "municipal moving picture theatre",
and directing the auditor to transfer this sum on his books from the
general fund to that of the department of public service. The ordi-
nance was declared an emergency measure and put into effect immediate-
ly. Auditor Lynch refused to make this transfer and furnish a certif-
icate thereof, on the grounds (a)that Toledo did not possess the power
to operate a moving picture show under the statutes of the state, and
(b)that amendment 18, section 3, was not yet in effect in Toledo since
that city had not adopted a charter under this article of the consti-
tution. Suit 7/as then brought by the oity for a v/rit of mandamus to
oompel this action by the auditor, and the case went direct to the
(I)
supreme court.
(I)State ex rel City of (Doledo T lynch, City Auditor, 88 O.S.7I,May 6,
19 IS, ( ISLE. Reporter, Sept .30, 19 IS
.
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The faots of the ease are simple. Under section 3 of the Home
Rule amendment , Toledo oould "exercise all powers of local self-gov-
ernment". Acting -under this authority, it had taken the first step
towards the operation of a moving picture show. Against those who de-
nied its competency to do this, the city must, in the words of Judge
Shauok, "maintain the two propositions that without action by the
General Assembly or the electors of the city, its council may fexer-
oise all powers of local self-government
1
; and that the suggested
mode of entertainment is within these powers."
Both of these propositions were denied by the court.
Charter Keoessary for Exercise of Home Rule Powers.
On the first point, Judge Shauck declared that section 3 of art-
icle 18 was not self-executing, since it conferred power upon the
municipality but did not locate it in the council or other municipal
organ, nor define the mode of its exercise. Cities under the amend-
ment are therefore still subject to general laws of the state not in-
consistent with its provisions, but two methods of escape from their
operation are provided. "One of them is defined in the second section
and manifestly it is not self-executing for it expressly authorizes
the legislature to pass additional lav/s (subject to a local refer-
endum). The other mode is defined in the provisions of the later sec-
tions relating to the ado] tion of charters. From the terms and nature
of these later provisions, they are self-executing in the sense that
no legislative act is necessary to make them effective.
"It seems therefore to be entirely beyond doubt that since the
city of Toledo had not by a vote of its electors approved any addi-
tional laws passed by the General Assembly, and that its electors
had not adopted a charter, the municipality and all of its depart-
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merits hare only such powerB as were conferred by the general law, that
ie.suoh power only as it had prior to the I5th of November."
"Powers" Defined.
This point settled.no further argiiment was necessary to over-
throw the contention of Toledo, since it based its entire case upon
the section whioh was now declared non-self-executing. The court, nev-
ertheless, took up the second point at issue, namely the question as to
whether or not the power contended for by Toledo was within the scope
of "all powers of local self-government". This phrase v/as defined by
Judge Shauck as embracing "such powers of government as, in view of
their nature and the field of their operation, are local and munici-
pal}, in character. The force of the terms employed requires the inclu-
-
Slon of such powers to be exercised by officials, who in some manner
and to some extent represent the sovereignty of the people. It as
clearly excludes the exercise of functions which are appropriately
exercised by caterers and impr'essarios." In this connection another
member of the court pointed out that "Nowhere in the original consti-
tution of Ohio, nor probably in any of the last century state chart-
ers can we find the power of taxation employed for competitive enter-
prise in the hazard of profit and loss, or that such an enterprise is
within the sphere of constitutional government according to the Amer-
(I)
ican idea"
.
To sum up, the court held section 3 of article 18 to be non-self-
oxeouting, requiring the adoption of a charter or the passage of furtl
er definitive legislation before the powers therein granted could be
exercised by a municipality; and, moreover, that these powers granted
(I) Justice uilkins' opinion.

TaTT
are Governmental only.
Justices Kewman and wilkins ^onourred with this opinion, and Jus-
tice Johnson agreed with the first part of it, i.e. the question of
self-execution, and with the judgment. Justice Donahue concurred with
the judgment but on different grounds. Justice Wanamaker entered a
vigorous dissent.
Justice Wilkins put aside as irrelevant the question as to whether
section 3 was self-executing, and based his opinion on the contention
that Toledo had not assumed the powers conferred by this article.
"There is no token on the record", he said," that this municipality
has chosen to avail itself of this grant of all powers of local self-
government". (The constitution offers but three ways of determining
the form, character, and object of municipal government, namely gener-
al state laws, charters,and additional laws. "The city is still govern-
ed by the first method — under general laws of the state. The main-
tenance of moving picture theatres is not a function of municipal gov-
ernment authorized by the General Code. Until the electors of the
city adopt one of the other methods, no branch of the city government
may divert the general funds to the business of managing moving
picture shows for profit."
Justice Lonahue, while concurring with the decision of the court,
took direct issue with the grounds advanced by it as the basis of its
conclusion. In his view, section 3 was an absolute grant of power,
not dependent for its efficacy upon further legislative action. He
said, "Undoubtedly it was the intention of this article to change the
existing condition of affairs, and grant to municipa .ities directly
the authority to exercise all powers of local self-government. Un-
doubtedly it was intended that on and after the time fixed in the
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schedule for these amendments to go into effect, all municipalities
of the state should stand alike, and alike receive their powers di-
reotly from the same source, find not that part should receive their
powers from the General Assemhly, and part from the Constitution it-
self."
Having expressed his disagreement v/ith Justices Shauok and Y.ilk-
ins,he goes on to base his concurrence with their conclusions on en-
tirely different grounds. It has been noted that the Toledo ordinance
was declared an emergency measure and put into effect immediately.
This feature, Justice Donahue points out, brings the act into con-
(I)
flict with the state law of Llay 3 1st, 19 II, which requires that all
acts involving the expenditure of money shall not go into effect for
sixty days. For this reason, and because the
.
ordinance does not show
on its face that the appropriation is for a public purpose, "and for
no other reason", he agrees v/ith the majority in denying the applica-
tion for mandamus.
Justice Wanamaker 1 s Dissent.
The vigorous dissent of Justice wanamaker opens with a lengthy
defence of the thoory that municipalities possess an inherent right
of self-government, older than state institutions, and never relin-
quished by them to state or nation, but "taken from them by a process
(2)
of legislative embezalement" . Then taking up the majority decision,
he argues;- (a) that if section 5 depends upon the framing of a chart-
er for its operation, the constitution would have so stated as in the
case of the Home Rule provisions of California, Minnesota, Lissouri,
and Michigan: (b)that ..he "grievance to which this home rule amend-
(1) 102 Ohio Laws 521.
(2) Y/ith few notable exceptions, the Ohio courts have consistently
held the opposite view.
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merit was direoted was not so muoh to the form of government as to the
substance of Government" f a^y interpretation which makes all
municipal power dependant upon a "paper writing" is inconsistent with
this purpose; and (c) that the inclusion of certain limitations in
section 13 upon municipal financial powers implies that the city-
possesses all other po7/ers of local government. Expressio unius est
exclusio alterius.
Judge V/anamaker then denies the main thesis of the majority de-
cision, saying, "The amendment is automatically self-executing, the ex
ecutive or administrative powers to be exercised by the usual execu-
tive or administrative officers, and the legislative powers to be
exercised by the council which is made by statute the legislative
body of municipalities. Throughout the convention and the campaign
for the adoption of the constitutional amendment, it was universally
claimed that the home rule amendment was automatically self-executing.
What we know as men, we cannot unknow as judges. Construction of home
rule must not lead to destruction of home rule. -- The majority opin-
ion simply amends this v.hole section, makes it speak and mean what it
never was intended to speak and mean, and is therefore simply judge
-
made constitution. Did the people who asked bread, get a brick, and
that of the 'gold1 variety, too, all under the label on the ballot,
Municipal Home Rule** ?"
To determine whether the moving picture business is a municipal
function, Judge V/anamaker turns to the practice in foreign countries,
the tendency in the United States, and judicial precedent in Ohio
1
,
5
concluding from these that "at least in the first instance, a munici-
pality has the right to determine that matter for itself, and should
(I)
of
e
Glinton Co^To's ^
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Dot be interfered with in the exercise of its municipal power or its
municipal government, unless the power sought to he exercised he so
glaringly and palpably beyond the powers of local self-government
that a court should say that the power was unauthorized and uncon-
stitutional." In his opinion, then, "the exercise of such power on
the part of the city council of Toledo was entirely lawful, fully
authorized and ought not to be denied in a case of this character
by this court".
The Purpose of the Framers of the Amendment.
The effect of the decision is to make the exercise of this broad
grant of power dependent upon the framing of a charter as provided
in article 18, or upon the passage of general or special laws deter-
mining its location and mode of exercise; and, in the absence of such
charter or legislation, to deny to municipalities any power not
granted by general laws. In other words, four members of the supreme
court agreed that the city with a Home Eule charter was the only one
which, at the time, could enjoy the grant of local self-government.
7/as this the object of the framers of the Home Rule amendment, or
was their purpose better expressed by the two justices who interpret-
ed section 3 as giving this power to all cities regardless of furth-
er legislation? Ho positive answer is furnished by the convention
debates on this sedtion. On the 30th of April, Professor Knight first
proposed the wording of section 3 which was ultimately adopted, "Mu-
nicipalities shall have authority to exercise all po?/ers of local
(I)
self-government—". "The object of my amendment", he said, "is to
place all classes of municipalities, whether those which shall operate
under general laws, or those which shall operate under additional
(I) Debates, II, 1485. 1
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laws, under section 2, or those which operate under charters, that
(I)
they shall, all be under the same provisions. Section 7 deals with
those cities which choose to frame charters for themselves, while
section 3 deals with the municipalities which choose to remain under
general laws, and this puts both kinds of municipalities upon the
same footing, so that those who shall operate under general laws
shall have authority to exercise all powers of local self-government,
and enact and enforce within their limits such police, sanitary, and
other similar regulations as are not in conflict with general laws."
Mr. Harris, chairman of the committee on municipal government, was
no less pronounced in his explanation of this measure, maintaining
"that there is nothing in this proposal which means to give, or ever
was intended to give, a charter-governed city any greater power or
authority than a municipality organized and working under the gener-
(2)
al or special laws" . After a short debate in which section 3 as
now worded by Professor Knight was repeatedly endorsed, and in which
no exception was taken to the author's interpretation of its effect,
the measure was accepted by the convention and passed on second read-
(3)
ing by a vote of 104 to 6.
It can be safely assumed, in view of these and similar statements,
that the convention wished to confer the same powers upon cities
adopting charters as upon those not doing so. The question remains
as to whether the convention understood that such general or special
laws, must provide for the location and operation of the home rule
power granted. In the lack of any clear indication of the convention1
purpose, the interpretation of the court is more easily justified on I
the grounds of general legal theory. It is interesting to note that
I
the £onv£n_tio^n_d_ebates__we_r_e apparently not referred to by the counsel
TlTlbid, II, I486. ~ r2Tlbid, II7I488.
(8 ) Journal ,p .559. I
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on either side. This may be partially explained by the faot that the
supreme court in previous oases had refused to give rauoh weight to
convention debates in the interpretation of constitutional provis-
ions, referring to them in one instance as "proverbially unsafe
(I)
guides"
.
Cleveland Charter Provisions Attacked.
The next opportunity of obtaining a judicial interpretation of
the Home ^ule amendment offered itself in connection v/ith the new
Cleveland charter adopted on July 1,1913. By the terms of this chart?
er, nomination by petition and non-partisan elections were substi-
tuted for the partisan primaries and elections required by the state
(2)
law. In view of this conflict between state and municipal law,
Secretary VT.B.Gongwer of the Cuyahoga Board of Elections sought in-
structions from Secretary of State Graves, and was advised that so
much of the city charter as provides for non-partisan elections is
unconstitutional and must not be followed. Accordingly, the Cuyahoga
election board refused tc follow the city charter and continued its
preparations under the state law. To prevent this, the city sought
and was granted, an injunction in the common pleas court. The case
then went to the supreme court, where the members divided, three to
three on the question, the effect being to uphold the action of the
(3)
lower tribunal. The attorney general's application for a rehearing
(1) I&change Bank v Hines,3 O.S. I,46.(is27)
In Lehman v MoBride,I5 O.S. 573 f 602g$it was held that "Debates
of constitutional conventions cannot change the fair import of
language as the people must have understood it in ratifying the
constitution"
.
See also Cass v Dillon, 2 O.S. 607 , 621 ;{>Z6)
State ex rel v Foralier,46 O.S. 677 , 690-1.^Sg)
(2) Compare Cleveland Charter, sections 3-10 with General Code, section
4963.
(3 jFitzserald et al Board of Deputy State Supervisors and Inspectors
v City of Cleveland, 88 0. 3.306, August 26,1913.
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was denied. In effect, the Cleveland ohurter was upheld by the
pro forma decision in the inferior court, and a constitutional inter-
pretation of much importance to Ohio cities was established at least
for the time being. Since this case was decided, a seventh member of
the court has been appointed, so that the next case involving the
same points will doubtless be decided in a way which will indicate
more satisfactorily the status of Home Rule before the court.
In his argument in the case, Attorney General Hogan urged the
superiority of state provisions over those of any division of the
state, saying, "There is serious danger that the municipalities will
become sovereign, and between the authority of the federal government
on the one side, and municipal governments on the other, that state
(I)
authority will be wiped out'.'
As set forth in the plaintiff s brief, the specific contentions
(B)
of the state were five-fold. It was argued that;-
(a) The regulation of municipal elections is not included within
the grant of "all powers of local self-government"}
(b) The city cannot impose specific duties upon state officers, as
Cleveland was attempting to do with respect to the board of elections
(o)The subject matter of elections is of a general nature, and the
city is made a mere subdivision of the state, answerable to it for
the enforcement of the state's will. This position was supported by
decisions from Michigan, Indiana, and Kentucky, in all of which states
an inherent right of municipalities to self-government had been re-
cognized by the courts, to the effect that local self-government does
not imply freedom from state control over the method of conducting
(I)Ohio State Journal, Aug .26th, 19 13
.
(E)Supreme Court of Ohio, number 14308.

elections for local officers.
(d) Conceding for the time that the grant of "all rowers of local
self-government does give power to regulate the methods of nominat-
ing and electing municipal officers, yet "such regulations would con-
stitute an exercise of the police power ; would amount to local polioe
regulations within the meaning of article 18, section 3, of our consti-
tution; and would therefore by its terms yield to the general law of
the state when in conflict therewith." In support of this position,
the syllabus of an Ohio decision was cited, to the effect that "The
nomination of party candidates concerns the public welfare, 'and
the legislature in the exercise of the police power may make reason-
J I
)
able regulations thereof".
(e) The last contention, upon which the state finally based its en-
tire case, was the unconstitutionality of the Cleveland charter under
another section of the constitution. Article 5, section 7, provides
that "All nominations for elective state, district, county and municipa
offices shall be made at direct primary elections or by petition as
provided by law". In the opinion of the Attorney General, "law" meant
a state law providing that either a primary or petitions might be us-
ed. Therefore, he argued, the state or municipality can not prevent
the use of either. "The executing legislation must provide for both
methods of nomination, so that the Cleveland charter, having failed
to provide for primary elections, is with respect to its nomination
(2)
provisions, and for that reason alone, void."
On behalf of Cleveland, it was argued that;-
( a)Provisions of a charter supersede general state law on all
matters of looal government;
(1) State v Felton,77 0.3. 554.0909)
(2) Reply brief
, pp. 107-8.
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(b) Tho power to frame charters and exercise all j ov/ers of looal
self-government includes the right to prescribe the methods to be
followed in the nomination and election of municipal officers;
(c) These "powers" include not only proprietary or private powers
but all local governmental powers
|
(d) The action called in question is not an exercise of the polic<
power;
(e) The charter does not conflict with article 5, section 7, of the
constitution, because the charter is "lav/" in the sense used here.
The main issues before the court were;-
(a) Is the regulation of municipal elections a power of looal
self-government?
(b) What is the effect of a state election law passed under anoth-
er clause of the constitution, to a provision of a local charter?
(o)ls the regulation of nominations and elections an exercise of
the police power?
(a)"Powers" Defined.
Justice Johnson first defined "all powers of local self-govern-
ment". He said, "the powers referred to are clearly such as involve
the functions of government, and they are local in the sense that
they relate to the municipal affairs of the particular municipality.
It is clear upon reason and authority that municipal elections are
,
and should be regarded as, affairs relating to the municipality it-
self, and in the absence of fundamental limitations prohibiting, are
things that may be provided for by the local government .
(I) Similar decisions in other states; See People v Worswiok 142 Cal.
71; Socialist Party v Uhl, 155 Gal. 776; State v Portland, 133 Pac.62-
Mitchell v Carter, 31 Ok. 592; and Graham v Roberts, 200 Mass. 152.'

fioi)
The very idra of local self-government t the generating spirit which
caused the adoption of what was called the hone rule amendment to the
constitution, was the desire of the people to confer upon the cities
of the state the authority to exercise this and other kindred powers
without any outside interference.
"The inclusion of these limitations in article 18 (i.e. on taxing,
borrowing, police, sanitary powers, etc.) is a conclusive indication
that the convention which framed it was conscious of the wide scope
of the powers which they were conferring upon the cities of the
state with reference to their local self-government. Hot alone this,
"but in connection with the comprehensive grant, they disclose the in-
tention to coafer on municipalities all other powers of local self-
government which are not included in the limitations specified."
After noting that article 18 stipulates that elections provided
for therein (acquiring of utilities, framing of charters, etc
. ) shall
be conducted by the authorities prescribed by general law, Justice
Johnson adds,"If the constitutional convention had intended that the
election of all municipal officers should be conducted by the methods
prescribed by general law, it is natural to suggest that so important
an exception to the grant of all powers of local self-government
would have been included in the article".
A Charter Supersedes State Law.
In regard to the second main point of issue, the court took the
view held by the Missouri courts, and incorporated in the California
constitution, that a municipal charter is paramount to general state
laws on municipal affairs. Justice Johnson expressed the opinion that
any election law passed under article 5,section7, is a general law
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and"must yield to a charter provision adopted by a municipality undei
a special constitutional provision, which special provision was adopt-
ed for the purpose of enabling the municipality to relieve itself of
the operation of general statutes and adopt a method of its own to as-
sist in its own self-government, and which charter when adopted has
the force and effect of law. We have seen that the method of elect-
ing officers is a governmental function or power, and when the of-
ficer to be elected is to be chosen solely for the performance of a
municipal duty, it is a municipal affair."
"The provisions of a charter which is passed within the limits of
the constitutional grant of authority to the city is as much the law
(I)
as a statute passed by the general assembly."
Under this interpretation, the Cleveland election provisions sup-
erseded the state election lawf and no further consideration of art-
icle 5, section 7 v/as necessary. He .nevertheless, took up
this provision. Conceding for the moment that this section applied
to charter cities, it denied that the terms used required provisions
for both primaries and petitions, and held that a charter which pro-
vides for such nomination by petition is a compliance with the re-
quirement of that section. In other words, "as provided by law" was
interpreted as meaning as provided by either state or municipal law,
hi
a view which had been held by the courts of other o-ome Eule states.
Police Power Defined.
Justice Johnson then answered the contention of the state that the
similar opinions in other Home Rule states.
California ;Bothschiia v Bantel,I5£ Cal.5.
Oregon; State ex rel Dunaway v Portland, 133 Pao.62.
Minnesota; Grant v Berrisford, 94 Minn. 45.
Hiss ouri;K.C.v Marsh On Co, 140 Mo. 458.
(2)3ee Oust ice 'tVanamaker* s opinion.
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regulation of elections constituted an exercise of the police power.
He said, "the prescribing and defining of a system or method for the
nomination and election of the officials of any city is only of inter-
est and concern to the people within the limits of the city, and
when governmental powers haye been conferred upon the city, it acts
within its authority when it adopts its own plan, provided it violates
no constitutional requirement". 3ection 4965 of the general code "is
simply a general statute of the state and could in no sense be held
to supersede the provisions adopted by the city of Cleveland in its
oharter in compliance with the fundamental law".
After defining state police regulations as those involving the con-
cern of the state for "the peace, health, and safety of all its people,
wholly separate and distinct from, and v/ithout reference to, any of
its political subdivisions", the court said, "We think it clear that
the regulations referred to in section 3 are such, and such only, as
we have indicated, and that it would be contrary to the import of the
language and to the intent of the framers of the amendment to hold
that by this clause there is denied to cities the authority to adopt
charter provisions concerning the manifold subjects within the field
of proper municipal activity, unless they are not 'in conflict with
general laws1 on the subjects proposed to be dealt with."
The contentions of the state were thus overthrown on every point.
In concurring opinions, Justices V/anamaker and Wilkins reasserted the
position taken by Justice Johnson, that the regulation of municipal
elections is a function of local self-government not comprehended
within the term, police power, and not subject to the limitation of
state laws on the same subject.
(I)The second contention of the state's brief was not specifically
referred to in this op>inion.

Extent of Limitation of State Laws .
"If it be claimed", said Justice Y/anamaker, " that not in conflict
with general laws ,as found in the second half (article 18, section 3
modifies also the first half, then it must follow that all municipal-
ities are as absolutely under the control and domination of the stat<
legislature today as they were before the adoption of the home rule
amendment. — Home rule would be but an empty egg-shell, a mere
snare and ideality." Justice 7/ilkins was hardly less emphatic on thi£
point, and the dissenting opinion of Justice Lonahue is apparantly
in agreement.
The effect of these opinions is to read into the section a comma
between its two coordinate infinitive phrases. But the framers had
defeated an attempt to insert a comma by a vote of 67 to 42, after
it had been made clear that this addition would withdraw the limita-
tion of state laws from the first part of the section. The only mem-
ber of the convention who discussed this motion, said, "you see now
that the purpose (of a motion to insert a comma) is to give the mu-
nicipalities absolute power of local self-government without respect
to any general laws of the state and that the limitation *"not in con*
flict with the general law of the state'' shall apply only to local
police, sanitary, and similar regulations. -- I think that the members
in favor of this proposal should have known before this section was
presented that those who are opposed to it yielded, as v/e did a few
days ago, simply because v/e believed there was left in it local
self-government for municipalities limited only by the provisions of
(I)
the general assembly or the law-making power*" The defeat of this
motion leads to the belief that the convention shared his fear of
(IjDebates ,11,1862.
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"unlimited municipal power", and wished to extend to "all powers of
looal self-government" the limitation of "general lain".
If such v/as the purpose of the framers, the supreme court effect-
ively circumvented it and struck out the check on municipal power
which the convention had attempted to place in this section. The
purpose of the Home Rule grant, said Justice Wilkins,"was just as
clearly to refer all powers of municipal government directly to the
people of the cities themselves, free from the domination and manip-
ulation of the state legislature and lobby. This power includes the
control of the method of selecting the agents of the municipal gov-
ernment, for, if the legislature may prescribe to cities the choice
of their municipal officers by the partisan primary method, the re-
cent history of at least one city in Ohio shows that the boss of the
dominant party in the city may not only oontrol the city but the
Legislature also".
Three Judges Dissent.
(I)
The dissenting opinion was written by Justice Donahue, v/ithJustices
Shauck and Newman concurring. "It is certainly clear*,' he said, "that
the constitutional convention and the people of the states intended
to give and did give, to municipalities full authority to exercise
all powers of local self-government, but it is also clear that munic-
ipalities are subject equally with the state to any and all other
provisions of the constitution affecting the exercise of constitution
al powers". Avoiding further discussion of article 18, he based his
dissent on an interpretation of article 5, section 7, This section
applies "to every municipality in the state, and it is not the pro-
(I)It must be kept in mind that the justices divided evenly. In effect
however, the three members who affirmed the lower court's decision
constitute the "majority".

vines of a court to read into this amendment the words 'except in oil
ies that have adopted a charter providing for other methods of nomi-
nation1 This is in fact what the opinions of the other judges had
done, although as Justice Donahue pointed out, the issue was not made
by the opposing oounsel.
He then attacked the interpretation that electoral provisions
were left to either state law or municipal act. "Law" is used often
in the amendments, he said, and in every instance.it means a legisla-
tive act. "It would appear, therefore, that the phrase , "as provided by
law\ means as provided by an act of the General Assembly of Ohio ,
and not as provided by the charter or ordinance of a municipality.
Sections 4948 to 5CI5 of the General Code are still in force and gov-
ern the present case, their existence being recognized by the phrase
as provided by law V
The three dissenting justices thus based their denial of power to
Cleveland not on the Eome Rule article but upon another provision of
the constitution which specifically regulated a single function of
the municipality. With respect to article 18, no exception was taken
by them to the interpretation of the court upholding a broad grant
of municipal power of self-government, unlimited by state law except
as to police, sanitary, and similar' regulations. This agreement of the
members of the supreme court is significant. It means that Home Rule
in Ohio is not "an empty egg-sheli, a mere snare and ideality',' but
a comprehensive power of s.elf-goverament .Only two restrictions upon
this powei are pointed out by the individual members of the supreme
court. The first is the superiority of general lav/s to local regula-
tions of a specified nature; the second limitation is the operation
of specific restrictions in other constitutional provisions. Although
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the interests of Cleveland were sustained "by the narrowest margin,
the result was a decisive victory for Home Kule.
Summary of the Two Cases.
leaving out of consideration the purely local considerations in
these two cases, the adjudication on the Home Eule article may be
summed up as follows.
It has been claimed by those who have attacked the validity of
munioipal activity under its provisions, that ;-
(a) section 3 is not self-executing;
(b) "all powers of local self-government" include only local gov-
ernmental functions;
(o)these powers are subject to the operation of general state law
In the Toledo case, four members of the court upheld the first
contention, and declared the framing of a charter or further defini-
tive legislation to be necessary before a municipality could exercise
the powers granted. Two members took the opposite view, holding sec-
tions to be self-executing.
In the same case, three justices limited the scope of "powers of
local self-government" to governmental functions, local and municipal;
a fourth v/ithheld his concurrence on this point; a fifth avoided a
definition of this phrase but conceded that it might admit the func-
tion attempted by Toledo; and the sixth member of the court upheld
the right of the municipality to determine within the field of its
proper municipal power and government what functions shall consti-
tute a public use.
With regard to third point, three justices, in the Cleveland case,
restricted the limitation of state laws to police and sanitary regu-
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lations, leaving other local powers unlimited, as regards article 18,
except in financial latters as expressly provided. The three other
(I)
members indicated their agreement with this position.
The unanimity of the justices on the latter point makes it prob-
able that the advent of a seventh member will not change its posit-
ion in future litigation, but the definition of local governmental
powers under this article cannot be regarded as settled, and future
adjudication must develop the exact scope of this municipal power.
(I)See pp 104,105, and I.E.Reporter, Sept .30, 19 15, p. 527

Chapter VII.
Llunicipal Hone Rule Charters
Under article 18 of the Ohio constitution and the supplementary
legislation of April, 1913, three courses of action are open to Ohio
municipalities, (a) They may continue to operate under the municipal
oode of 1902 and its subsequent amendments, such legislation being
held by the courts to remain in effect under article 18 until modifiec
by the general assembly through general laws, or "additional laws"
adopted by a municipality, or until superseded by the adoption of a lo-
ll)
oal charter. (b)They may, by a majority yote of the electors, adopt
any of the three optional forms of government provided by the legis-
lature, i.e. the commission plan, city manager plan, or the federal
plan. (c)They may elect a charter commission and adopt the charter
submitted by it.
In view of the dissatisfaction with the municipal code, and the
general movement for v/ider power under Home Rule provisions, it is
not to be expected that many cities will be satisfied with following
the first course of action, unless the code is substantially amended
by the legislature, llor is it likely that the second mode af action
will be chosen by any but the smaller municipalities. A model charter
drawn up on rather stereotyped lines, for general application to a
wide range of municipalities is rarely acceptable in its entirity to
any one of them, although often serving as the basis for their own
constructive work.
In the constitutional convention of 1912, the belief was expressed
that few cities would frame charters for themselves if the legisla-
(I) State ex rel City of Toledo v Lynch, City Auditor, 88 O.S. 71 (19 15)
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(I)
ture were wise in providing adequate munioipal legislation. .Vhether o
not this condition has been satisfied, the charter activities of Ohio
municipalities in the la3t eighteen months have been entirely along
the third line. In no case has one of t?ie forms of government propos-
ed by the legislature been adopted, while in sixteen cities, charter
commissions have been elected, thirteen cities have voted upon the
charter submitted, and six have ratified the work of the commissions.
This charter movement was doubtless strengthened by the interpreta-
tion of the Home Rule provisions made by the supreme court in Toledo
(2 )
v Lynch . It was held in that case that the grant to municipalities
of powers of local self-government (section 7) required further legis
lation to place it in effect, ana that until the legislature should
act, these powers could not be exercised except under a charter
providing therefor.
A brief survey of this charter activity to the present time, an
examination of specific charters representing the three types of gov-
ernment which have been acted upon, and some attention to the general
trend of municipal government as evident in Ohio today, is the scope
of this chapter.
A Survey of the Charter Activities.
A month after the Home Rule amendment went into effect, Cleveland
took the first steps towards the framing of a new charter. The com-
mittee named by Mayor Baker in December, 1912, nominated a charter
commission, and this was elected on february 4,1913. On the 21st of
May.it reported a plan of government, embracing the federal type of
organization, with provisions for non-partisan elections, preferential
(1)Eemarks of Mr. Harris, debates ; II, 1457
.
(2) 3ee supra, p. 90.
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voting, the short ballot, initiative, referendum, and recall, ade-
quate oivil service regulation, and other features which v/ill furth-
er discussed. After a campaign of six weeks, in which the proposal
was thoroughly discussed in the ^ress and elsewhere, and in which the
Civic League took an active part, the charter was adopted on July I,
(I)
19 13. On the 1st of January, it went into effect. In the meantime
however, other cities were following Cleveland's lead.
On July I5th, proposals embodying the commission plan of govern-
ment were defeated in Salem and Canton, while on the same day a city
manager charter was rejected in Elyria. The vote in the latter munic-
was
ipality/957 to 801, the narrow defeat being due to an adverse vote
in two election districts. One week later, Youngstown rejected the
charter submitted by her commission, providing the city manager type,
by the decisive vote of 5,984 to 2,973. The "Vindicator" , a powerful
Democratic paper of Youngstown, vigorously opposed the charter, and
to -this fact its defeat may be largely attributed, although objection-
able features in the proposal were partly responsible. On the same
day,lakewood adopted a federal plan of organization. Middiet•to
adopted commission government on August 9th, and four days later
Dayton voted .upon a new charter.
The attention of the Chamber of Commerce and other civic bodies
of Dayton had early been attracted to the success of the city manager
plan in operation in Sumter, 3. C. .. As a result of the growing senti-
ment in favor of the adoption of this plan for Dayton, a commission
was elected on May 20th, whose members had pledged, themselves to re-
port a charter embodying such an organization. This was done, and on
(2)
August I3th, the charter was accepted by a substantial majority.
(1)Proposec Charter for the City of Cleveland, Prepared and -ro] osed
by the Charter Commission.
( 2 ) Approximate vote ;For, 13, 217 ;Against, 6, 042
.
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Hot a little of the credit for this is due the Dayton Bureau of Munic-
ipal Research. In a bulletin issued before the election of a charter
Uommission, the government of the city was outlined, as ilso the
three tyi es of federal, commission, and city manager government,
while r.rguments for and against each were resented in a concise and
impartial manner. After the commission had reported, the Bureau pub-
lished definite data and information as to the city's condition and
needs, all of which made possible intelligent action by the enquiring
(I)
voter
.
A city manager charter had been voted upon by ^ronton on March 1st
but with an adverse result , and little notice was given to its action
elsewhere in the state. The next city to act was Horwoofl, which re-
jected commission government on August I9th. The proposed plan had
antagonised the newspapers by cutting down the amounts allowable for
local advertising by the city, and had weakened its support from the
old parties by non-partisan election provisions. Opposition also came
from the public service corporations which feared the provision for
popular ratification of all franchise grants. Akron also defeated com-
mission government. a week later, and on the same day, Springfield rat-
ified a city manager charter by a majority of over three thousand
votes
For some months no charters were voted upon, but preparations were
in progress in several cities. As early as May, 19 13, Columbus had
elected a charter commission. This did not report until March of the
following year, and on May, 5th, 19 14, the proposal was adopted by a
narrow majority of a light vote. Of a possible 40,000 votes, 8,514
v/ere registered for, and 7,440 against the chartar. It may be classed
as a federal charter, although sharing some features of the other
(I)See "Shall V/e Change our City Government" and "Government by Deficit
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types. Cincinnati and 3andusky chose commissions in the latter part
Of July,I9I3, and reports may be expected in the near future. The
Sandusky body is pledged to submit a city manager plan.
In one city, Mariet ta t the vote on the question of choosing a charter
commission was unfavorable, and no further action has been taken.
To sum up what has been said of the charter activities to the
present time, thirteen cities have voted upon new charters, all of
which were locally framed. Two of the largest, Cleveland and Columbus,
together with Lakewood, have adopted modified federal plans * Commis-
sion government has been adopted by Middle town, but defeated in Akron,
Salem, Canton, and Norwood. The city manager organisation has been ac-
cepted in Dayton and Springfield, but rejected in Youngst own, Iron ton,
and Slyria. The Sandusky commission is pledged to the same plan,
while that of Cincinnati will probably report a scheme based upon the
federal or the board plan.
The Federal Charters .
(a) Cleveland.
Soon after they had been placed in nomination, the members of the
Cleveland charter commission issued a statement in which they express-
(I)
ed themselves in favor of the following ;-
(a) effective initiative and referendum provisions,
(b) the short ballot,
(c) a non-political merit system,
(d) submission of the question of the recall of elected officials,
(e) a non-partisan ballot.
Five of the members also pledged themselves, before election, to
favor a charter modeled on the federal plan and a council elected at
large with not more than nine members. 7/hile the last feature was not
(I)The Municipal Bullet in, Feb. 19 13, p. 3.
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finally provided, the others were.
Under the new oharter, the outstanding features of the Cleveland
(I)
government are those of the federal type.
(a)A council elected from wards. Two councillors are chosen from
each of twenty-six wards, for a term of two years. Residence qualifi-
cations extends only to the city and not to the ward, with the ex-
ception that a member who resides in the ward which he represents at
the time of election and later moves from it, shall forfeit his
seat. The powers of the council extend to all legislative matters,
investigations of other departments, election of its president and
other employees.
(d) A mayor, upon whom responsibility for the administrative work
of the city is centered. He is given power "to appoint and remove
directors of all departments, and officers and the members of com-
missions not included within regular departments", and "to cause the
affairs of any department or the conduct of any officer to be exam-
ined". Moreover, "The mayor and the directors of all departments es-
tablished by this charter (are) entitled to seats in the council"
with the power to take part in the discussion but not to vote, while
the mayor can introduce ordinances and veto the same, subject to
overruling by two-thirds of the council. He is elected for two years
with a salary determined by the council.
(c) Administrative departments, under the control of single per-
sons who are appointed by, and responsible to, the mayor. Six of
these departments are provided, those of law,public service, public
welfare, public safe ty, finance, and public utilities. All but one are
subdivided into from three to five divisions, which are placed under
(I) Proposed Gharterfor the City of Cleveland.
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commissioners appointed and removable by the dirootor.
Other noteworthy features of the Cleveland government are;-
(d) A board of control, consisting of the mayor and heads of de-
partments .whose function is to coordinate the administrative work
of the cityi
(e) Advisory boards, appointed by the director of any department
with the approval of the mayor. _This is a new introduction in Ameri-
can city government, and one which should result in much greater
efficiency. The boards are composed of "citizens qualified to act in
an advisory capacity to the commissioners of any division". They hold
public meetings, submit written reports for entry on the records, but
receive no remuneration.
(f)A civil service commission, of three members, appointed by the
mayor, to prescribe and administer rules for the classified service.
An effective means of enforcing its orders is given to the commission
in the provision that no salaries or other compensation shall be paid
in the classified service until the commission has certified upon the
pay roll that such person is employed in accordance with the civil
service provisions of the charter. Political activity in the service
is also guarded against.
(g jFranohise provisions, which forbid exclusive grants to any pub-
lic utility corporation, and reserve the city's right to regulate
all such service, control the streets and public grounds, and termi-
nate franchises.
(h)Financial regulations. The important department of finance is
organized in the divisions of accounts, treasury, assessments and li-
censes, and purchases and supplies. Scientific accounting methods are
provided, with adequate safeguards in the expenditure of the city's
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money. The annual budget is prepared by the mayor from detailed and
uniform reports from all the departments, and before the passage of
the aprropriati on ordinance, provision must be made for public hear-
ings, and publication of the measure in the City Record $
(i)The abolition of primaries, nomination to all elective offices
is by petition, of 2500 voters in the case of the mayor, and 200 in
that of councilman.
( j )l*on-partisan ballot provisions, with arrangements for the
indication of first , second, and third choices. This system is the
Bucklin method of majority preferential voting, now used in Grand
Junction, Spokane, Denver, Portland, and elsewhere. In case no candidate
receives a majority of the first choices, the second choices are add-
ed, and if necessary the third choices, in which case, a mere plural-
ity will elect.
(k)The initiative. Any ordinance submitted to the oouncil by
5,000 electors must receive definite action by that body. If the meaa
ure is rejected or amended, the five persons named on the petitions
as the official committee, may demand that it be submitted to the
electorate either in its original form or with any changes proposed
in an open meeting of the council committee to which it was referred.
A majority vote adopts the ordinance.
(l)The referendum. V/ithin forty days of passage, ordinances are
subject to referendum on petition of 10 percent of the number of vot-
ers at the preceding regular municipal election. During this period,
the ordinances do not go into effect, and if the proper petitions are
filed, their operation is further suspended until the outcome of the
referendum election. Such referendum takes place only if the council
fails to repeal the measure. If submitted and not approved by a ma-
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Jority of those voting thoreon.it is deemed repealed.
(m) A bureau of information and publicity, whose function it is to
prepare reports and statistics, including the weekly City Record, and
to take charge of all printing and editing of municipal documents.
(n) A city planning commission, "with power to control the de-
sign and location of works of art which are, or may become, the prop-
erty of the city; the plan, design and location of public buildings,
harbors, bridges, viaducts, street fixtures and other structures and
appurtenances; the removal, relocation and alteration of any such
works belonging to the city; the location, extension and platting of
streets, parks and other public places, and of new areas ; and the pre
paration of plans for the future physical development and improvement
of the city".
There should also be noted the provision for an eight hour day
and forty-eight hour week on all public works of the city. Lastly,
amendments to the charter are to be submitted to the electorate on
a two-thirds vote of the council or a petition of ten percent of the
voters, a mere majority of those voting thereon to be sufficient to
ratify.
•The Working of the Cleveland Charter.
The first opportunity of observing the 'operation of the new chart
er came in connection with the November elections for mayor and
councilmen, in which the preferential features were first put into
practice. In the mayoralty race, the count of all three choices was
necessary to elect Kewton D.Baker. The following table indicates the
relatively small number of voters who expressed a second or third
choice, and suggests the possibility that these choices if generally

expressed might elect the candidate who would stand third in an ordi-
nary election where only one vote could be given.
Cleveland Municipal Elections, Eov. 4, 1913.
Candidate for iiayor First Choice, Second, Third, Total.
Baker, ".D.
Davis, H.L.
Hobb, J.E.
Others
41,296
36,119
5,768
65
3,554
3,928
9,247
1,554
1,804
2,593
46,404
41,851
17,608
65
83,248 16,729 5,951 105,928
In the election of councilmen, the count of three choices was nec-
essary to elect in seventeen of the twenty-six wards. In two of the
seventeen, the successful candidate was not the one who received the
most first choices. The figures for these two wards are given.
Sixth 7/ard First, Second., Third, Total Majority.
?fahl,D. 1317 271 97 1685
Townes.C.C. 1312 289 101 1702 17
(Four other candidates)
Twentieth
Eohler.Fred, 1185 205 V? 1437
Woods, W.B. 1108 311 72 1491 54.
(Two other candidates)
It will be noticed that although ilohler lead his nearest competi-
tor by seventy-seven votes after the first choices had been counted,
he was eventually defeated by fifty- four votes. It is probable how-
ever, that if Woods' supporters had all marked second and third
choices, Kohler v/ould have been elected, since these would hardly
have been given entirely to the two lower candidates. It is plain
then that under this method of voting, second and third choices may
often play the determining role. For this reason, especial importance
attaches to the consideration of the small number of such choices
registered in these elections. Three reasons may be assigned for this,
The novelty of the new voting system and ignorance of its operation
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may have lead many voters to confine themselves to a single choice
as under the old eleotoral provisions. Or a general apathy and possi
ly a feeling that only the first choice would be efficaoious may
have been responsible for these results. Finally, the action of the
electors in avoiding an expression of any but first choices may have
been deliberate and due to a desire to avoid helping another candi-
date, while profiting perchance by the lower choices of his support-
ers. To determine which of these causes operated in the Cleveland
elections cited would require an intimate knowledge of conditions in
the various wards, of the campaign, of party control, and of numer-
ous other factors as to which no definite data exists. It is ap-
parant that either the first or second cause sugg-ested can be partial
ly eliminated by education of the voters. The third offers a more
serious problem. Since any candidate may increase his own chances at
the second or third count, by instructing his partisans to vote only
a first choice, it may easily happen that such a course of action
will be followed by many or all of the candidates, with the result
that a few scattering second or third choices may determine the
outcome of the election. Such a condition would entirely defeat the
purpose of the preferential system, and at the same time put a prem-
ium upon political organization and boss control.
The solution of the problem, with regard to the first two causes,
ignorance and indolence, lies, as has been suggested, in education of
the electorate to the realisation that the most effective expression
of its will under the preferential system, comes through a complete
expression of choices. With regard to the third possible cause, the
remedy seems to lie rather in the removal of the conditions which
have made possible boss control and blind voting
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After three months experience with the o: eration of the new
oharter, the Cleveland Civic League issued a bulletin containing a
(I)
critical survey of the situation. No serious defects in the chartei
itself were found. But the narrow financial limitations imposed by-
state law had necessitated retrenchment whereever possible, which had
taken the form in some cases of a temporary combination of divisions,
as those of light and heat, while in others, divisions had been plac-
ed under a single commissioner, for example that of information and
publicity formerly under the mayor and that of franchises under the
director of public service. The board of control, the advisory boards
and the civil service commission had all proved effective. Concern-
ing another branch of the city government, the League's criticism
was not so favorable. To quote from the Bulletin, " The attitude of the
Council toward the new charter in its first three months of service
is distinctly disappointing to those who have kept in touch with its
work, and v/ho, when the new charter took effect, had- visions of a
new animating spirit in the important work of determining the broad
policies which are to govern the city. The Council has failed to
grasp the meaning of the new charter and has refused to observe its
spirit -- both of which are deserving of the severest public criti-
cism."
The specific criticisms of the League are five-fold.
The non-partissn principle has been openly violated in the organisa-
tion of committees ; the old antiquated system of committees has been
retained in. preference to one more nearly corresponding to the new ad-
ministrative departments; records of votes have not been kept; the
merit system has been violated by the council in the establishment
of ..its_own_ offices; ,.s^d_
x
ir1ost_serious_of all, there has been flagrant
(I)The Municipal Bulletin, March, 19 14.
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violation of the emergency provision of the charter. This section
provides that ordinances necessary for the "immediate preservation of
the public peace, property, health or safety, or providing for the us-
ual daily operation of a municipal department" may he passed a3
emergency measures without three readings, and to go into effect im-
mediately. In the first three months under the charter, one hundred
and twenty ordinances v/ere passed by the council, of v/hich forty-nine,
or over one-third, v/ere declared emergency measures. These include
such ludicrous examrles as "Ordinance 32CI5;- to authorize an expen-
diture not exceeding ^1*860 for the purchase of bathing suits", an
"emergency" measure which was passed in the dead of v/inter, with the
temperature at zero and Lake Erie a sheet of ice. Since the passage
of measures under this provision serves to limit the possibility of
public knowledge and hearing anff the operation of the referendum,
this abuse of power deserves the severe criticism which has been
made
.
It is significant .however, that no need of amendment of the chart*
er is pointed out in the league's report, the generally satisfac-
tory experience with its provisions, many of them departures in city
government , will offer valuable suggestions for charter commissions
in other municipalities.
(b) The Lakewood Charter.
The charter adopted by Lakewood, a municipality of
(I)
thousand inhabitants, has several features which deserve to be noted
In general it follows the Cleveland charter, adopting many of its
provisions word for word, end providing the same type of organization
(I)irroposed Charter for the City of Lakewood, Ohio.
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A striking difference is four.d in the first article .Instead of a lone
enumeration of the city's powers, which in the Cleveland document
oontains some six hundred words, the lakewood charter has the follow-
ing. "The City of lakewood shall have all powers now or hereafter
granted to municipalities by the constitution and laws of Ohio." She
council provided in the charter also differs fundamentally from that
of Cleveland. Instead of a large body chosen from wards, there is pro-
vided a small body of five members, elected at large. The charter
commission evidently desired to incorporate non-parti3an elections
and preferential voting in their plan, but felt that this was forbid-
den by the state constitution. However one clause of the charter makes
it obligatory upon the council to submit an amendment providing these
features as soon as the "constitution or laws of the State" permit.
The recall, which is found in practically every one of the other
charters, is noticeable by its absence, although initiative acd re-
ferendum provisions are both contained in this charter.
(c)The Columbus Charter.
The influence of the Cleveland charter is also seen in that of
Columbus. Important differences are to be noticed, nevertheless. Pri-
maries are retained, although with the non-partisan provisions. The
principle of the short ballot has not been carried so far, since the
auditor and city attorney, as v/ell as the mayor and councilmen are
elected f all but the latter under the same rules of preferential vot-
ing. A similarity to the Lakewood charter is seen in the council, a
body of seven members, elected at large for four years, and partially
renewed every tv/o years. It chooses its president, a city clerk,
the city treasurer, and a "public defender of indigent persons charg-
(I)Pro^osed Charter for the City of Columbus.
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ed with offenses in the municipal courts".
Vrtiile the Columbus mayor appoints the most important administrat-
ive officers, and has power to take part in the deliberations of the
council, the object of establishing a strong executive is defeated to
some extent by the objectionable provisions which make most of his
appointments subject to the concurrence of the council (section 61)
and enable that body to override his veto by the same majority neces-
sary to pass a measure in the first instance.
The six departments of the Cleveland administration are rearrang-
ed in three in the Columbus charter, namely, public safety, which in-
cludes public welfare, public service, including the division of util-
ities, and the department of health and sanitation.
Commission Government Charters.
Commission government in Ohio has been practically unknown, since
the uniform code adopted in 1902 prevented the adoption of any
plan, like the one then being worked out in Galveston, Texas . Since
19 12, only one municipality, Middle town, has chosen this form of organ-
ization, although four others have voted upon it. A brief survey of
the defeated Canton charter will indicate the distinctive features
(I)
found in most of the charters of this type.
(a) The Canton Charter.
Five administrative departments are created, those of public af-
fairs, finance, public works, public safety, and public properties. Each
(2)
is placed under a director elected for the particular position, for
four years, and with a salary of V 25C0. Acting together, the five di=
(1) Proposed Charter, Prepared by the First Charter Commission of Can-
ton.
(2) Such is the plan in the charter of Lynn,Llass. , as distinguished
from the Galveston and L'es Moines charters where directors are not
chosen for specific positions.
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reotors constitute the oity commission in whiah is vested "All powers
authority and rights, legislative, executive, administrative and judic
ial.now vested in, and exercised by, the City of Canton and its several
officers, and all commissions and boards except the Board of Education
and all powers, authority and rights vested in, and exercised by, the
City Council and the members thereof". The presidency of the commis-
sion is held by the director of public affairs. Each member is given
power to appoint and remove , sub ject to the approval of a majority of
the commission, all employes in his department and is held personally
responsible for their work. The commission also appoints the city at.
torney, auditor, treasurer, clerk, and civil engineer, fixes their sal-
aries and that of the judge of the criminal court, who is elective,
and can create other offices.
Responsibility is thus centered upon five men, who control the
oity government, subject to civil service, initiative, referendum,
and recall provisions, lion-partisan primaries and elections, free lega
aid, and a department for garbage collection and disposal are all
provided for in the defeated charter.
(b) Middletown Charter.
Under the charter adopted by Middlst**^, five commissioners are
lected on a non-partisan ballot, at a salary of $500. Other officers
together with the health, par*, and library boards are appointed by
the commission. Initiative, referendum, and recall provisions are
included, and civil service regulations for the police, fire, and san-
itary departments.
Distinguishing features of the unsuccessful llorwood charter were
the election of commissi oners by preferential voting, and the require
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merit that no franchises be granted without a popular vote on the
question
.
The City Manager Charters.
One of the most interesting of the recent developments in munici-
(I)
pal government is the city manager form of organization. First pro-
posed in lockport,K.Y. , in December, I9IC, it was not put into practice
until June,I9I2, when Sumter, 3. C. , adopted a charter embodying the
lockport idea. Staunton, Ya. had previously experimented satisfactori-
ly with a very similar plan, and the new form of government spread
rapidly to other states. Dayton, with a population of 116, 577, has been
the first large city to adopt it, and for that reason, special inter
est attaches to its charter.
(2)
(a) The Dayton Charter.
Legislative powers are vested in a commission of five, elected at
large for four years, with power to pass ordinances, adopt regulations
investigate the financial transactions of any office or department
and the official acts of any officer, and, most important, to appoint
a city manager. That commissioner who tjoIIs the largest vote at the
election where three members are chosen, is the mayor of the city. He
presides over the meetings of the council and acts as the offioial
head of the city for the purposes of executing military law, ceremonia
functions and court processes, fhe salary of the commissioners is
$1,200, and the mayor receives an additional $600,
The city manager "shall be the administrative head of the munici-
(1) See "The City Manager Plan of Municipal Government'*, published by
the national ohort Ballot Organization.
(2)Proposed Charter for the City of Dayton.
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pal government and shall be responsible for the efficient administra-
tion of all departments. He shall be appointed without regard to his
political beliefs and may, or may not be, a resident of the City of
Dayton when appointed, lie shall hold office' at the will of the com-
mission and shall be subject to recall as herein provided". His pow-
ers and duties are outlined as follows ;-
(alio see that the laws and ordinances are enforced;
(b)i'o appoint and, except as herein provided, remove all directors
of departments and all subordinate officers and employes in the
departments in both the classified and unclassified service; al
appointments to be upon merit and fitness alone, and in the
classified service all appointments and removals to be subject
to the civil service provisions of this charter;
(o)Io exercise control over all departments ana divisions created
herein or that may be hereafter created by the Commission;
(d) Io attend all meetings of the Commission with the right to
take part in the discussion but without a vote;
(e) To recommend to the commission for adoption such measures as
he may deem necessary or expedient;
(f) To keep the Commission fully advised as to the financial con-
dition and needs of the city; and
(g) To perform such other duties as may be prescribed by this
charter or be required of him by ordinance or resolution of the
Commission."
The city manager is also given the important power of investigat-
ing the affairs of any department or officer, and in doing this, he
may issue subpoenas to compel the production of evidence, and punish
witnesses for contempt.

Five administrative departments are provided in the Dayton chart-
er, lav/, public service, public safety, public welfare, and finance.
Especially comprehensive are the provisions for accounting, determine
tion of cost of all municipal service, the safeguarding of expendi-
tures, all assessments, and appropriation of property, franchise reg-
ulation, and the preparation of the budget and appropriation ordi-
nances, the provisions in most cases being similar to those noted in
the Cleveland charter.
In the first few months of the charter's operation, critics have
pointed out several "defects". The application of the recall to the
city manager is held to violate the theory of the controlled execu-
(I)
tive, who should be subject to the commission but to no other body.
Since the manager is in theory a non-political administrative expert,
there seems to be no adequate reason wh3r he should be placed in a
position where he may be forced to come before the people for elec-
tion after serving six months. SChe recall destroys that relation of
exclusive control on the one hand and undivided responsibility on the
other, which ought to exist between the commission and the manager.
Further criticism has been made by one who is in a position to
observe closely the operation of the charter, of the provision which
hinders the manager from discharging employes unless formal charges
have been substantiated before the civil service board; and also of
the section which permits him to make appointments from the entire
(2)
list of eligibles rather than from possible the three highest names.
Further suggestions have been made for the abandonment of municipal
primaries in favor of the simple declaration of the English system,
( 1) Childs,'Ihe Theory of the Hew Controlled Executive Plan, national
Municipal Review, January, 19 15. The criticism mentioned, has been made
by Prof.Herman G.James in the same magazine.
(2) Mr.L.D.Upson, Director of the Dayton Bureau of Municipal Research.
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and for the substitution of a blanket provision for the long enumera-
tion of municipal rowers in the opening section.
Whether or not these criticisms are Justified, the
-^ayton charte
represents a distinct advance in the theory and the practice of Amer-
ican municipal government. Several fundamental principles may be not-
ed} -
(a) The separation of legislative and administrative functions,
except in a few cases cited, as those of the mayor, and the
right of the manager to sit in the council;
(b) Concentration of responsibility, legislative in five council-
lors, administrative in a single officer;
( ^Concentration of administrative power in one man, who in turn
is controlled as regards general policy by a body responsible
to the people;
(d) The introduction into municipal government of expert admin-
istrators, chosen from a wide field, with prospects of adequat.
remuneration, permanent tenure, freedom from political interfer-
ence, and opportunities for advancement to similar positions
in other cities,
(e) lhe introduction of scientific methods of business management
in all branches of the city's work.
The choice made by Dayton and Springfield of a city manager
Dears out the point (d) above.After Colonel G-oethals had declined the
Dayton position, it was given to Mr.Henry KLWaite, a former city en-
gineer of Cincinnati, at a salary of $12,500. Mr. Charles E. Ashburner
the manager of Springfield, came to that city from Staunton, Va.
,
'here he had had experience in a similar position. Thus, oven at this
early period, the possibilities seem bright for the development of a
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olass of American biirgermeisters, who will make of business manage-
ment a profession, which is both honorec ana well paid.
(b) Other City Manager Charters.
The Springfield charter, like that of Lakewood, contains no long
statement of municipal powers. Instead is found this section. "It
(the City of Springfield) shall have and may exercise all powers
which now or hereafter it would be competent for this charter specif-
ically to enumerate, as fully and completely as though said powers
were specifically enumerated herein; and no enumeration of particular
powers by this charter shall be held to be exclusive." In this
charter, the appointment of the solicitor, auditor
,
treasurer, anc> pur-
chasing agent is given to the commission rather than to the manager
as in the Dayton charter, a provision also found in the defeated
Elyria plan.
In the charter rejected in Youngstown, was the requirement that
the city manager, or the "General Director", "shall have been a resi-
dent of the City of Youngs town for not less than five (5) years pre-
vious to his appointment". This was put in apparently for the purpose
of overcoming local opposition to the charter on political grounds.
Such a limitation upon the choice of administrative experts should
be condemned, not only because it narrows the field of choice, but
because it encourages the entrance of politics into what should be
a non-political office. The council proposed in the Youngstown chart-
er was to consist of nine members, nominated from the nine wards but
elected at large by preferential voting.
I {Charter of the City of Springfield.
EJlroposed Charter for the City of Youngstown.

General Charter Tendencies.
From the preceding review of the recent charter activities of Chi
municipalities, several conclusions may be drawn.
Perhaps the most noticeable feature is the wide dissimilarity in
these new governments, evidenced not only in their embodiment of
three distinct types of organisation, but in the differing methods
and organs of those cities which have adopted the same type. While
a comprehensive study of the relative value of the three plans can-
not be undertaken here, enough has been said to indicate certain dis-
tinct advantages in the city manager organization and to suggest
that it offers the solution for the problem of the use and control o:
experts in municipal administration,
Offering widely in the governmental structure provided, these
charters nevertheless reveal common tendencies .Their general trend
is to encourage the average citizen to take an increased part in the
policy determining work of the municipality, while restraining him
from all but the slightest direct control of its administration. Thii
is shown on the one side by provisions for a small legislative body,
whose^size tends to make more intimate its relation with the electo-
rate; a system of^election which permits a more complete expression
of public opinion requirements for public' hearings on certain mat-
(4 )ters ;the use of advisory boards or committees ; the initiative and
referendum of legislation; the recall of elected officers, the pro-
( 5
)
test, and the ratification of fra-chise grants.
— .!
he
.
0ther hand
*
the reraoval of administrative affairs from di-
I) Cleveland is an exception to" tx'ie "general ^ule"
charted!
±U CleV9l*»*, Youngs to™, Columbus, and Norwood
3) Cleveland and Dayton and iakewood.
4 )Cleveland,3pringfiela, Dayton. (5) Canton and Horwood.
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reot control of the people is evidenced by the shortened ballot, on
which at most only three administrative officers are placed, as a
rule only one, and in several, not any; and by the provisions for
civil service regulation, accounting, and "control from above", and
the other safeguards which tend to remove the opportunity for illegite
imate interference in administrative work; and by the limitation of
(I)
the recall provisions.
But the administrative department lias not been left independent
and uncontrolled, a condition which might prove as unsatisfactory as
has excessive political interference. Its responsibility is not to
the people directly but through a hierarchy of departmental officials
to a mayor or manager who in turn is responsible to the council,
and through it to the electorate , or directly to the latter.
Whatever the exact machinery of administrative control, the com-
mon tendency in the charters noticed is towards unity of service,
direct responsibility to a definite person or persons, and final con-
centration of responsibility in a body controlled by the municipality
With these features should be mentioned the development of more
scientific business methods, the result of a realization that the
municipality as a business corporation should be operated on the
same efficiency basis as any other corporation.
Hot only do these charters give evidence of new machinery and
methods for carrying on the old functions of municipal government
,
but they indicate a tendency to broaden out the field of the city'
s
activity, '.This is shown in the importance placed on welfare, research,
charity, and recreation work, and such new features as the public
defender.
It is not surprising to find that the different charters have
( I )An exception in Layton has been noted.
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applied different solutions to oomrcon problems of government. Disagree
ment still exists as to somewhat basis principles, a3 for example,
the nature of the legislative body. On one side it is argued that
the purely legislative body should be a small council elected at larg<
so that government may be simple, responsibility centered, and the
personnel of oouncilmen improved. Others insist on a large council,
chosen from ward3, in which representation v/ill be "as immediate and
as numerous as is consistent with a workable and not too cumbersome
(I)
representative assembly". The weaknesses in the latter view are sug-
gested by the recent criticism of the Cleveland council. While the
large council may better represent all sections, classes, and parties
of the city better than the small body, this advantage is too often
gained at a sacrifice of personal responsibility in the representa-
tives chosen. Experience may show the advisability of a compromise
between the two, taking the form,per*iaps, of the council proposed in
Youngstown, composed of nine members, nominated in wards, but elected
at large.
vVhatever the final solution, this disagreement between the chart-
ers is not to be decried. On the other hand.it is one of the valuable
products of a Eome Rule regime, making possible practical experimenta-
tion and exploration in the field of municipal government.
Another example may be. taken to illustrate this point. The re-
call is still a "problem" , one of whose perplexing features is the
question of the proper relation of the officer sought to be recalled
and the candidate seeking to replace him. California and Oregon have
offered different solutions, both of which have objections. In the
Ohio charters, three modes of conducting such an election are provid-
(I)Mayo Fessler presents the arguments for the latter position in a
pamphlet entitled, "A Home T «le Charter for Cleveland J originally reac
in 19 12 before the Council ct Sociology of Cleveland.

rmr —
fi
ed. In Cleveland, the officer against whom the reoall is attempted
appears on the ballot merely as a oandidate to succeed himself, no
question of his recall being voted upon. In Dayton, the two questions
of recall and of election of a suooessor are voted upon separately,
but upon the same ballot. Perhaps the best plan, at least for munici-
palities, is that provided in the Columbus, Springfield, Canton, and the
defeated Youngstown charters. In these, the first ballot presents on-
ly the question of recall, and if the vote is affirmative, the suc-
cessor is chosen at a subsequent election. An exception is made where
the recall is attempted of more than three councilmen in Columbus , or
two in Canton and Springfield, in which cases the successors are
voted upon on the first ballot, as in the California plan. The Youngs-
town charter went even farther, requiring two elections unless all
the councilmen were petitioned against. IThe chief argument for the
last named method is that it tends to place the recall proposition
solely on its own merits, instead of confusing it with extraneous
considerations. On the other side, the extra election increases ex-
pense, imposes another duty upon a too often indifferent electorate,
and interrupts to a greater extent the work of the office involved.
Whatever may be proved by experience to be the better method, it is
nough to suggest that the operation of the recall under these vary-
ing charter provisions may furnish data of' great value in determining
the final solution of the que-
.on.
Home Rule in Ohio is of too recent a birth to permit a definite
estimate of its effect upon the character of municipal life of the
state. In the first flush of accomplished reform, better results are
often produced than in a later period, and it remains to be seen
whether a permanent increase in civic responsibility will result.

( 1-4 )
Since the "basic element of good government is the character of the
citizenship, not that of the charter.it oannot be expected that Home
Rule will automatically produce efficiency in municipal government.
But since the most exemplary oitizenship can only with difficulty es-
tablish efficiency in a government whose charter and powers are con-
trolled by a foreign body ;usvoHy uninformed and often hostile, it may
be 3aid that Home Bul«,by \ lacing the authority and the responsibil-
ity upon the local community, has taken a long step towards the so-
lution of the problem of municipal good government.
At the end of this discussion, the question may arise, If Home
Rule is a good thing, why not make it complete, why limit municipal
power by state control in the matter of police, sanitary, financial,
and other similar functions? The answer lies in the dual character
of the municipal corporation. Acting as an organization for purely
local government, it also exercises important powers as an agent of
the state. In the latter capacity, its operation effects a large area
and population, and state control therefore becomes necessary in the
interests of administrative uniformity and efficiency.
The problem in Ohio, as elsewhere, has been to properly balance
this state control with due municipal independence, and to guar-
antee local autonomy while safe-guarding the wider interests of the
state. The accomplishment of this end has been the purpose, and,
it is hoped, will be the result of the establishment of Municipal
Home Rule.
Finis
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Appendix A
Ohio Constitution, Artiole XVIII. Munioiinl Corporations.
Seo.I. Uunicipal corporations are hereby classified into cities
and villages. All such corporations having a population of five thous-
and or over shall be cities;all others shall be villages. The method
of transition from one class to the other shall be regulated by law.
Sec .£.General laws shall be passed to provide for the incorpora-
tion and government of cities and villages; and additional laws may
also be passed for the government of municii alities adopting the same',
but no such additional lav/ shall become operative in any municipality
until it shall have been submitted to the electors thereof, and af-
firmed by a majority of those voting thereon, under regulations to
be established by law.
Sec .3 .Municipalities shall have authority to exercise all powers
of local self-government and to adopt and enforce within their limits
such local police, sanitary and other similar regulations, as are not
in conflict with general laws.
Sec. 4. Any municipality may acquire, construct, own, lease and operate
v/ithin or v/ithout its corporate limits, any public utility the pro-
duct or service of which is or is to be supplied to the municipality
or its inhabitants, and may contract with others for any such pro-
duct or service. 'The acquisition of any such public utility may be
by condemnation or otherwise, and a municipality may acquire thereby
the use of, or full title to, the property and franchise of any com-
pany or person supplying to the municipality or its inhabitants the
service or product of any such utility.
Sec. 5. Any municipality proceeding to acquire, construct, own, lease
or operate a public utility, or to contract with any person or com-
pany therefor, shall act by ordinance and no such ordinance shall
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take effect until after thirty days from its passage. If within said
thirty days a petition signed by ten per centum of the electors of
the municipality shall be filed with the executive authority thereof
demanding a referendum on such ordinance, it shall not take effect un-
til submitted to the electors and approved by a majority of those vot-
ing thereon. Hie submission of any such question shall be governed by
all the provisions of section 8 of this article as to the submission
of the question of choosing a charter commission.
Sec. 6.Any municipality, owning or operating a public utility for
the purpose of supplying the service or product thereof to the munici-
pality or its inhabitants, may also sell and deliver to others any
transportation service of such utility and the surplus product of any
other utility in an amount not exceeding in either case fifty per
centum of the total service or product supplied by such utility with-
in the municipality.
Sec. 7. .Any municipality may frame and adopt or amend a charter
for its government and may, subject to the provisions of section 3
of this article, exercise thereunder all powers of local self-govern-
ment .
Sec. 8. The legislative authority of any city or village may by
a two-thirds vote of its members, and upon petition of ten per centum
of the electors shall forthwith, provide by ordinance for the submis-
sion to the electors, of the quest! on, "Shall a commission be chosen to
frame a charter." The ordinance providing for the submission of such
question shall require that it be submitted to the electors at the
next regular municipal election if one shall occur not less than
sixty nor more than one hundred and twenty days after its passage;
otherwise it shall provide for the submission of the question at a

special election to be called and held within the time aforesaid. The
ballot containing such question shall bear no party designation, and
provision shall be made thereon for the election from the mnieipality
at large of fifteen electors who shall constitute a commission to
•frame a charter ; provided that a majority of the electors voting on
suoh question shall have voted in the affirmative. Any charter so frarr
ed shall be sunmitted to the electors of the municipality at an elec-
tion to be held at a time fixed by the charter commission and within
one year from the date of its elec tion,provision for which shall be
made by the legislative authority of the municipality in so far as
not prescribed by general law. Hot less than thirty days prior to suoh
election the clerk of the municipality shall mail a copy of the pro-
posed charter to each elector whose name appears upon the poll or
registration books of the last regular or general election held there-
in. If such proposed charter is approved by a majority of the electors
voting thereon it shall become the charter of such municipality at
the time fixed tierein.
Sec .9 .Amendments to any charter framed and adopted as herein pro-
vided may be submitted to the electors of a municipality by a two-
thirds vote of the legislative authority, and, upon petitions signed
by ten percentum of the electors of the municipality setting forth
any such proposed amendment , shall be submitted by such legislative
authority. The submission of proposed amendments to the electors shall
be governed by the requirements of secion 8 as to the submission of
the question of choosing a charter commission I and copies of proposed
amendments shall be mailed to the electors as hereinbefore for copies
of a proposed charter. If any such amendment is approved by a majority
of the electors voting thereon, it shall become a part of the chartei
of the municipality. A copy of said charter or any amendment thereto
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shall be oortified to the secretary of state, within thirty days aftei
adoption by a referendum vote.
Sec 10. A municipality appropriating or otherwise acquiring
property for public use may in furtherance of such public use approp-
riate or acquire an excess over that actually to be occupied by the
improvement, and may sell such excess with such restrictions as shall
be appropriate to preserve the improvement made. Bonds may be issued
to supplp: the funds in whole or in part. to pay for the excess property
so appropriated or otherwise acquired, but said bonds shall be a lien
only against the property so acquired for the improvement and excess,
and they shall not be a ] lability of the municipality, nor be included
in any limitation of the bonded indebtedness of such municipality pre-
scribed by law.
Sec. II. Any municipality appropriating private proper ty for a pul
lie improvement may provide money therefor in part by assessments up-
on benefited property not in excess of the special benefits conferred
upon such property bp the improvements. Said assessments, however, upon
all the abutting, adjacent, and other property in the district benefit-
ed shall in no case be levied for more than fifty per centum of the
cost off such appropriation.
Sec. 12. Any municipality which acquires, constructs or extends anj
public utility and desires to raise money for such purposes may issue
mortgage bonds therefor beyond the general limit of bonded indebted-
ness prescribed by law;provided that such mortgage bonds issued be-
yond the general limit of bonded indebtedness prescribed by law shall
not impose any liability upon such municipality but shall be secured
only upon the property and revenues of such public utility, including
a franchise stating the terms upon which, in case of foreclosure, the
purchaser may operate the same, which franchise shall in no case ex-
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tend for a longer period than twenty years from the date of the 3ale
of suoh utility and franchise on foreclosure.
Seo.I3. Laws may "be passed to limit the power of municipalities
to levy taxes and incur debts for local purjoses, and may require re-
ports from municii all ties as to their financial condition anff transac-
tions, in such form as may he provided by law, and may provide for the
examination of the vouchers, books and accounts of all municipal author
ities,or of publio undertakings conducted by such authorities.
Sec. 14.All elections and submissions of questions provided for in
this article shall be conducted by the election authorities prescrib-
ed by general law. The percentage of electors required to sign any
petition provided for herein shall be based upon the total vote cast
at the last preceding general municipal election.
Schedule
.
If the foregoing amendment to the constitution be adopted by the
electors and become a part of the constitution, it shall take effect on
Uovember 15,1912.
(Election Sep t .3, 1912 . Votes ; Yes, 301, 861 ;JJo ; 215, 120.
)



